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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Metal durability is an important consideration in the multi-barrier nuclear
waste storage concept. Several metals have shown impressive durability over
centuries and millenia in several environments. This study summarizes the
ancient metals, the environments, and factors which appear to have contributed
to metal longevity. The ancient metals include archaeological objects, metal
meteorites, and native metals.
The seven metals of antiquity are gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, tin,
and mercury. Archaeological and radiochemical dating suggest that human use of
metals began in the period 6000 to 7000 Be. Thousands of metallic artifacts
exist, some still in good repair after several millenia. They have been found
in caves, tombs, graves, shipwrecks, and various other environments above and
below ground. Gold is clearly the most durable, but many objects fashioned from
silver, copper, bronze, iron, lead, and tin have survived for several thousand
years. Dry environments, such as tombs, appear to be optimum for metal preservation, but some metals have survived in shipwrecks for over a thousand years.
The metal meteorites are iron-base alloys with 5 to 60 wt% nickel and
minor amounts of cobalt, phosphorous, and sulfur. Approximately 530 metal
meteorites have been identified. Over half show minimal weathering. Some
meteoritic masses with ages estimated to be 5,000 to 20,000 years have weathered
very little. Other masses from the same meteorites are in advanced stages of
weathering. Those which survived best fell in dry locales, were not buried
in the ground, were largely free of aggressive species such as chlorides, and
may have been protected by oxides formed by high-temperature reactions with
the earth's atmosphere. First hand examination of corrosion on several meteorites is discussed .
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Native metals are natural metallic ores. Gold, silver,
cury occur as native metals in commercial quantities. Other
in relatively small amounts. On a tonnage basis, copper has
significant native metal. Approximately five million tonnes
native copper deposits in Michigan.

iii

copper, and mermetals occur but
been the most
were mined from

Copper masses from the Michigan deposits were transported by the Pleistocene glaciers. We have examined two masses of this so-called "float" copper.
Areas on the copper surfaces which appear to represent glacial abrasion show
minimal corrosion. The last glaciers receded about 8,000 years ago, so the
abrasion is at least that old.
The foregoing examples of impressive multi-century metal durability provide a useful baseline for extrapolations and offer valuable insights to optimum storage environments. However, they differ from nuclear waste canister
environments: th~ temperatures are lower and radiation has been absent.
In !liquidousenvironments, effects of these two factors are difficult to
\--_.-/.
assess and extrapolate. In an engineered dry environment, the temperature/
radiation effects appear much more amenable to assessment and appear less
likely to be problematic.
Dry cooling tower technology has demonstrated that in pollution-free moist
environments, metals fare better at temperatures above than below the dewpoint.
Thus, in moderate temperature regimes, elevated temperatures may be useful
rather than detrimental for exposures of metal to air.
In liquid environments, relatively complex radiolysis reactions can occur,
particularly where multiple species are present. A dry environment largely
obviates radiolysis effects.
The major conclusions of this study are:
•

that several metals have shown impressive multi-century and multi-millenia
durability in natural environments

•

that dry or mildly moist environments have been optimum for metal
preservation

•

that dry or mildly moist environments appear most amenable to data
extrapolation and to preservation of nuclear waste containers.
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INTRODUCTION

1.0

INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that the safety of the high-level nuclear waste
management system could be enhanced by containing the waste within a system
of engineered barriers, such as canisters, overpacks and/or hole sleeves, that
would last for a time period, in the range of 500 to 1,000 years. This engineered "package" would provide a barrier to radionuclide escape completely
independent of the geologic medium containing the packaged waste during the
period of highest waste toxicity and highest repository temperature. Estimation of the durability of materials in a repository environment over time
periods of the order of 1,000 yr is a difficult task. The present study was
undertaken to assess the archaeological evidence for metal stability in a
variety of environments, recognizing that the extrapolation of such data to
anticipated waste repository conditions must be made with caution.
Several metals have survived for centuries and millenia in natural environments. The metals include archaeological artifacts, metal meteorites, and
native metals. This report examines the range of metal durability for these
materials and assesses factors which appear to have contributed to extended
durability.
The present work was performed as part of the Engineered Barrier Development Task of the High Level Waste Immobilization Program.
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2.0
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METAL DURABILITY IN ARCHAEOLOGY

2.0 METAL DURABILITY IN ARCHAEOLOGY
The so-called "seven metals of antiquity" are gold, silver, copper, lead,
tin, iron, and mercury. (a) These metals and their alloys account for nearly
all metal usage until the onset of modern metallurgy in the 1800s. We shall
first briefly examine the history of metal usage, and define the state of
knowledge regarding the durability of archaeological materials. Finally, corrosion rates will be estimated for archaeological materials (Section 3.0). The
estimates will be compared to extrapolations of corrosion rates on similar
modern metals.
2. 1 HISTORY OF METAL USAGE
The history of metal use provides a useful background to an assessment of
metal durability. Earliest dates of metal use are not well-established. In
many cases, the environments over the life of a metal object can only be surmised. Even so, much can be learned regarding metal longevity from an assessment of ancient materials.
Figure 2.1 outlines a general overview of key developments in the Metal Age.
The earliest evidence for human use of metals dates to ~OOO BC by archaeological dating. (2,3) More recent carbon dating suggests somewhat earlier dates
(6500-7000). (1) The early metal artwork and implements appear to have been
derived from native metals, probably gold first, then copper. (1-4)
Table 2.1 indicates the earliest dates for human discovery of selected elements, based on a summary by Aitchison. (4) Discovery dates for some modern
metals also are shown. However, dates for first separation of relatively pure
metals were generally much later, for example, 1910 for titanium and 1914 for
zirconium (hafnium-free, 1923).

.'"

Table 2.2 summarizes some properties and early sources of the principal
ancient metals and their alloys .
(a) Tylecote(l) points out that platinum also appeared in early metallurgy.
Small amounts of metallic antimony also have been found.
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TABLE 2.1.
Date(a)

Metal

...,
•

Dates of Metal Discovery(4)
Remarks

BC
Gold
Copper (smelted)
Silver
Lead
Tin
Iron (smelted)

Before 5000
ru4200
ru4000
",3500
"'2250
",1500

Probably native metal
Native copper used '\..6000-7000 BC

Meteoritic Fe used earlier

AD
Mercury
Platinum
Zinc
Nickel
Manganese
Zirconium

",750
",1525
",1721
",1751
",1774
",1789

Titanium
Chromium
Aluminum

",1789
"'1797
",1825

Some earlier use in antiquity
Some earlier use is indicated(l)
Appeared in brasses before 600 BC
Several ounces produced in 1804
First production of pure (except Hf)
metal was 1912
First production of pure metal was 1910
First commercial production 1887

(a) The dates suggest the maximum time span over which weathering behavior
may be evaluated for a specific metal. For the modern metals, production
dates are more relevant than discovery dates .

•
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TABLE 2.2.

Metal

Typi ca 1
Compositions
wt%

Gold
Si 1ver

98-99 Au

E1ectrum

70-85
10-20
0-15
Often

Copper
Bronze
Brass
Lead
Tin
Pewter
Iron
Zinc
Mercury

Properties and Probable Sources of Ancient Metals

Au
Ag
Cu
>99% Cu

75-98 Cu
2-15 Sn
0-10 Pb
70 Cu
30 Zn
sometimes >99% Pb

Melting
Point
°C

Probable Early
Sources

1 ,064
960

Native metal
Native metal, silver chloride ores, argentiferous
lead ores
Natural gold/silver ores

1,083

Native metal, malachite,
azurite
Smelting natural or blended
copper and tin ores or
metals
Smelting blended or natural
copper and zinc ores
Galena (lead sulfide)
Cassiterite (tin oxide)

1,000
(95 Cu, 5 Sn)
930
(65 Cu, 35 Zn)
327
232

.

75-80 Sn
20-25 Cu, Pb, Sb
1,536
419
-38.9

Metal meteorites; later
smelting of iron ores
Calamine (zinc carbonate)
Cinnabar (mercury sulfide);
possibly some native metal

•

2.4

The individual metal objects found by archaeologists probably number in
the hundreds of thousands. The objects have come from a wide variety of geographic locations.
The metals have been exposed to a range of environments:
• soils of various compositons
• caves and tombs, often dry, but with a variety of moisture levels
• ancient buildings, e.g., temples and castles
• submerged shipwrecks
There are thousands of statues and other historical metal objects that
have been exposed for centuries at indoor and outdoor locations throughout
the world.
Table 2.3 indicates examples of archaeological sites that have been
excavated and references where photographs of archaeological artifacts are
available. Table 2.4 indicates examples of specific artifacts, including
some of the oldest documented objects for several ancient metals.
2.2 DURABILITY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL METALS FROM LAND-BASED SITES

•

Only a small fraction of the multitude of archaeological metal objects
have been examined specifically for corrosion. Results of specific corrosion
analyses will be summarized in Section 3.1. In some cases, the archaeologist
has commented on the metallurgical state of a given object, providing a basis
for evaluating the degree of corrosion. For example, Reference 8 provides
photographs of metal artifacts in-situ in the tomb thought to belong to Philip
of Macedon. Gold and silver appeared to be in excellent condition; bronze had
a blue-green patina, with metal readily evident beneath on one object. Iron
appeared to be substantially rusted, though the forms of iron artifacts were
readily apparent. Often, photographs are published, providing a basis to judge
the degree of preservation. That judgment must be employed with some caution
because the appearance may be misleading; also, selected metal objects have
been subject to restorative procedures which reduce or remove corrosion products. If specific artifacts appear to provide key information, inquiries to
the curator are in order to characterize the condition, the probable environments and the degree of restoration.
2.5

TABLE L.3.
Ref.

.

N

~

Archaeological
Name

Examples of Documented Excavated Sites

Geographical
Location

Approximate
Date of Use

Excavation
Date

(5 )

Minoan tombs and
citi es

Greece

1400-2600 BC

1876-1962

(6 )

King Tutankhamen
tomb

Egypt (Thebes)
Valley of the
Kings

1300 BC

1922

(7)

Mi di anite temple
Phil ip I I of
Macedon tomb

Timna, Israel
Aegae, Northern
Greece

1200-1300 BC
"-'330 BC

1969

Emperor Ch in
Shih Huang Ti
tomb

Mainland China

'\,210 BC

1974

(8 )

(9)

I

.
'

Artifacts
Gold jewelry, masks, vessels;
copper mirror, ingots; bronze
statue, axes, armor
Gold mask, dagger, armaments,
shrine, etc.; electrum boomerangs; silver trumpets,
inlays, etc.; bronze hinges,
nails, ornaments; iron daggers, small tools
Copper serpent
Gold casket, jewelry, quiver;
silver diadem, vessels;
bronze vessels and armor
(metallic); iron helmet,
stand (rusted)
6,000 terra-cotta soldiers;
bronze swords and spearheads;
iron farm tools; gold objects;
brass harness fittings

,.

TABLE 2.4.

...,

Ref.

Examples of Archaeological Artifacts

Artifact (a)

Location

Date

Remarks

BC
.-

(1)

Copper beads

(1)

Copper beads

(1 )

Copper pin

(1 )
(2)
(1 )

Copper awl s, needles,
knives
Copper tools
Copper awls, pins

(1 )
(2)

Sumer bronze objects
Oldest gold jewelry

(3)

Smelted copper

(3)

Copper tools

(2 )

Gold helmet

(2)

Lead figure

(2)

Copper ewers

(3)

Silver vase on Cu
stand
Tin bracelet

(2)

Iron dagger, bracelet, head rest,
miniature tools

Catal Huyuk
(Turkey)
Ali Kosh
(Turkey)
Sialk (Iran)

7000-6500
7000-5800

Native-oxidized

4500

Worked; relatively
good condition

Anau I
(I ran)
Danube Basin
Badrian
(Egypt)
Brak (Syria)
Varna
(Bulgaria)
Near Ur
(Iraq)
Egypt

4500-5500

Mes-Ka1 amDug tomb
(I raq)
Osiris
(Egypt)
Egypt

pre 3000
'\,3000

Laqash, Iraq

'\,2800

Thermi
(Lesbos)
King
Tutankhamen

'\,2700-2550

~500

4000-5000
3000
3500
3400
2900

'\,2800

'\,1350

First copper
found in tombs

Appear wellpreserved

Oldest tin
artifact
May be oldest manmade iron articles

AD

~:

(4 )

Iron Pillar of Delhi

India

400

(4)

Cast iron water pipes

Versa ill es ,
France

1665

Still i n good
condition
Still in use '\,1960

(a) Gold and silver are not treated here in detail; the oldest known gold
artifact dates from the end of the 5th millennium BC; however, gold perhaps was not buried in early tombs and graves.

2.7

Some generalizations regarding the durability of specific ancient metals
are given below.
2.2.1

Gold

Gold is undoubtedly the most durable of the ancient materials. However,
no gold artifacts dating prior to ~500-5000 BC have been found, suggesting
that early burial practice did not include gold. Gold has survived in a variety
of soils, moist and dry tombs, and shipwrecks, generally with no more than a
mild tarnish or some encrustations. Gold alloys with silver, platinum, copper,
etc., also have been durable, although parting (metal separation) has occurred.
Earliest coinage appears to date to ~700 BC in Lydia (Agean), involving the
gold-silver alloy electrum.
2.2.2 Copper
Copper was among the first metals used for weapons and implements, beginning with high purity native coppers. Smelting (Figure 2.1) also produced
relatively pure copper. Some slags may date prior to 5000 BC; by 4000 BC,
smelting was practiced at several Asian sites. Citing from specific comments
regarding early copper artifacts:(l)
• A small copper bead from Ali Kosh, Iran, dated to the 7th millenium BC
was fully oxidized. It was made of rolled up copper sheet about 0.4 mm
thick. There is little doubt that it was native copper.
• A copper pin from Sialk was in much better condition, dating from the 5th
millenium BC. It was a heavily-worked native copper.
• At one archaeological site, brass objects appeared to survive better than
their bronze contemporaries. (10) Arsenical copper(a) from Troy I (~3000
BC) was found to be badly corroded. Copper coins in a wrecked Dutch ship
were corroded but still had recognizable dates after 360 years in sea
water. (11)
Numerous photographs and descriptions suggest that copper has survived
quite well in numerous environments. (1-7)
(a) Arsenical coppers contain arsenic in the range of 1.9 to 12.0 wt%.
2.8

2.2.3 Bronze

..

Early bronzes probably resulted from simultaneous smelting of copper and
tin ores. Some bronzes have shown excellent durability. For example, the
bronze objects in the tomb of King Tutankhamen appeared to be in excellent
condition after ~3,300 years. (6) A recent remarkable archaeological find in
China(9) involved 6,000 full-sized terra-cotta figures of soldiers with actual
weapons, spears, swords, etc., many of them in bronze (copper-tin alloy, with
small amounts of nickel, magnesium, cobalt, and traces of ten other elements).
A brief description indicates that the bronze was "treated with a preservative
that prevented corrosion for 22 centuries." The nature of the "preservative"
remains to be defined.
Our own analysis of a bronze fibula (pin) from the Gordian tomb (Turkey,
700-800 BC) revealed intergranular corrosion and numerous, oriented stringers,
though the piece was still largely metallic. Substantial chloride contamination was present on the fibula. A type of attack called "bronze disease" has
been identified,(12) caused by a combination of a metal/chloride reaction
product and moisture, resulting in rapid deterioration of bronze metal, particularly when moved from a dry to a moist environment.
We have inspected Egyptian bronze axe heads in the British Museum, dated
from ~2000 BC which appeared to be sound, with no more than a heavy tarnish.
Arsenical copper (1-12% As) is sometimes confused with bronze (1-15% Sn)
because the appearances often are similar. (1) Thus, bronze may have been blamed
for some poor corrosion resistance occurring on arsenical copper. On the other
hand, some arsenic is beneficial to prevent destannification (tin loss) from
bronzes.
2.2.4 Lead

..

'

Metallic lead dated to 3000-3500 BC has been found, undoubtedly smelted
because lead does not occur in the native form .
The corrosion resistance of lead in aqueous environments was recognized,
particularly by the Romans, who built lead-lined water systems. Lead also was
used as a sheathing material for ships (Section 2.3), but the mechanical properties were not attractive for most weapons and implements.
2.9

Lead oxides and carbonates appear to be protective. However, museum curators have discovered that lead objects are degraded by organic acids (e.g.,
acetic acid). Volatile products from oak show cases and cardboard have been
corrosive to lead.
2.2.5

Iron

The earliest iron artifacts appear to come from metal meteorites. (1)
Nickel contents for the meteorites commonly fall in the range of 5 to 11 wt%
(see Section 4.1). Nickel in iron ores never seems to exceed 1 wt%.
Tylecote(l) remarks that meteoritic iron has been more durable than smelted
iron, which he attributes to the higher nickel content.
The iron articles in the tomb of King Tutankhamen appear to be among the
oldest examples of iron archaeological artifacts.
2.2.6 Tin
The oldest tin artifact is a bracelet from Lesbos, dated to 2550-2700
BC. (3) However, few other metallic tin objects have been found predating the
Roman period (500 BC). A photograph of the bracelet suggests good conformity,
but the metallurgical condition is not indicated.
The generally good corrosion resistance of tin was recognized by the
ancient metallurgists and "tinningll or coating with tin from a molten bath
appears to have been used for corrosion prevention.
2.2.7 Silver
Silver, while less corrosion-resistant than gold, has an impressive history of durability. Silver objects in the King Tutankhamen tomb (1300 BC)
were well-preserved. Some early, badly-degraded silver objects found near Ur
(from ~3000 Be) were apparently attacked by chlorides. (1)
2.2.8 Pewter
Pewter is a tin-base alloy (Table 2.2).
years old) is in relatively good condition.

2.10

Some Roman pewter (1500-2000

--.

2.3 DURABILITY OF METALS IN SEA WATER

•

We frequently observe that metals in contact with water degrade, particularly when the water is saline. Therefore, it is somewhat surprising to find
that some metals have survived for very long times in salt water. Approximately
twenty shipwrecks dating from 2500 to 80 Be have been located and partially
excavated. (13) Another dozen investigated wrecks date to the period 40 to
300 AD. The Medieval Period (500 to 1400 AD) accounts for more than 2 dozen
characterized wrecks. Several dozen wrecks have been investigated, covering
the period 1500 to 1700 AD. Table 2.5 gives examples of documented shipwreck
excavations, where pictures of metal objects are published, including some
remarkable examples of durability. Gold has the best history of durability
in sea water, but other metals also have survived over several centuries.
Tylecote(23) has summarized metal durability in shipwrecks.
cases of sunken ships dating from 1588 AD to ~1200 Be.

He documents

In brief, he provides the following insights to metal corrosion in seawater:
•

Copper ingots from a 1200 Be shipwreck off Southern Turkey were in poor
condition; the ingots had a relatively high iron content; similar landbased ingots have survived in good condition, but have had lower iron
contents.

•

Bronze artifacts from another 1200 Be wreck off Dover, England were in
"extremely good condition.
The relatively pure (nonleaded) bronze was
suggested to be a factor in the durability.
II

• A wreck from the Punic period (~OO Be) off the Sicilian coast (Marsala)
included wood, lead sheet, bronze, copper, and iron nails, with possible
interactions among the materials. Nails remaining in the wood showed no
intergranular attack and very little general attack. They may have been
protected by tannins. Iron objects formed a porous limy concretion; the
iron eventually corroded out, leaving an empty cavity.
l'

• A copper nail from a Punic wreck (Kyrenia) was examined. A lime concretion had formed on the exterior of the nail. There was no evidence of
intergranular attack. Thinning of the copper by corrosion appeared to
be ~25%. Sulfate-reducing bacteria were probably responsible for converting the corrosion products to sulfides of lead and copper.
2.11

TABLE 2.5.
Ref.

N

Wreck Location

Approximate
Da te of Wreck

Date
Excavated

Cape Ge 1i donya,
Turkey

'\,1200 BC

1960

Artifacts

Copper ingots; bronze weapons, tools, ingots; (tin
fully oxidized, but natural
casserite not ruled out)
Notes on condition: Some copper in excellent condition next to highly-corroded bronze; at some locations, copper and bronze were corroded; tin was white powdery oxide.
Bronze weight (lead-filled),
Yassi Island,
~OO BC
1962
(15)
Byzantine ship
scale; ceramic vessels;
Turkey
gold coins; iron anchors
(corroded); copper cauldron;
silver, inlay on weights;
glass pendant
Lead sheath and rings; cop(16 ) Greek ship
Off Kyreni a,
1967
per tacks and nails; ceramic
Cyprus
wine jars; ir(OQ chisel; five
bronze coins a}
1952
Ceramic wine jars; bronze
Near Marsei lle,
Argosy (Greek
(17)
boat hook, nails; copper
France
Wineship)
nails and artifacts; lead
sheeting (20 tons), pipe,
anchor; iron fittings and
tools
Note: Buri a 1 in ocean bottom mud appeared to be a factor in preservation of materials. Lead anchor
was exposed. Sealed wine jars had not absorbed salt water.
Off Serce Limini
'\,1025 AD
(18 )
1977
Bronze weights; lead sinkers;
(Turkey)
iron anchors; bronze buckets;
copper coins; glassware and
cullet
(14 )

--'
N

Ship Name/Source

Examples of Documented Shipwrecks

Oldest known
Bronze-Age ship

,.

~

,.

TABLE 2.5.

.
N

--'

w

Ref.

Shi P Name/Source

Wreck Location

(19 )

Chinese Vessel

Off Southwest
Coast of Korea

(contd)

Approximate
Date of Wreck

Date
Excavated

'\,1300 AD

1976

Artifacts

Bronze utensils, weights,
disk; silver ingots; iron
ingots; metal coins; ceramic
ware
(20)
Girona (Spanish
Northern
1588 AD
1967
Gold, silver coins, artifacts;
Armada ship)
(Oct. )
(June)
copper coins and artifacts;
Ireland
bronze cannon; cast iron cannon; brass cannon and artifacts; lead ingots and sheet
(11 )
Witte Leeuw
Off St. Helena
1613 AD
1975
Silver whistle and chain;
Dutch
(South Atlantic)
brass lamp; cast iron and
bronze cannon with iron
inscription; lead ballast;
ceramic dishes; iron shot
(21)
Iron cannon; wrought and
Vasa, Swedish
1628 AD
Stockholm
1954
cast objects
Harbor
Note: Wrought iron objects in advanced stages of corrosion; cast iron objects were much more corrosion
resistant
Silver bars, coins;(b) brass
1724 AD
Porto Santa,
1975
(22)
Slot ter Hooge
Madeira Islands
(Nov.)
cannon; 1ead ingots; iron
Dutch trading
ingots and cannon; copper
ship
sheets, wire; cast iron anchor
(rusted); gold artifacts
(a) Corroded but readable.
(b) Coins embedded in concretions were usually in good condition; coins lying loose on the sand generally
were corroded; those lodged vertically in crevices were honed to sharp edges on the rocks.

• Galvanic factors are particularly important in seawater. Iron nails were
a failure for attaching copper sheets to ships due to anodic corrosion.
Where multiple metals are found in a wreck, the prospect of galvanic corrosion must be considered in assessing metal durability.
•

Brasses were found in later wrecks (1600-1700 AD). Increasing copper content appears to increase their corrosion resistance and As, Sb, or P suppress dezincification.

•

Lead and bronze seem to have similar durabilities in seawater, though the
experience with bronze in seawater goes back further. Dating to the Roman
period, lead ingots, anchors, sail rings, etc. appear to have had excellent resistance to seawater.

•

Some pure (~99.9%) tin ingots from the Roman period have survived quite
well, but generally the resistance of tin to seawater has not been impressive. Pewter has not appeared in the Roman period wrecks. Pewter from
post-medieval wrecks (1588-1711) were found in relatively good condition,
including residual knife marks on pewter plates. Tylecote suggests that
the more impure pewters may have higher resistance to seawater.

Tylecote dismisses iron for extended use in seawater. Iron cannon, cannon
balls, and other iron artifacts have survived in some wrecks. (21,23) However,
those which survived best were buried in mud or silt, promoting anaerobic conditions. In fact, cases are documented where iron cannon survived relatively
well for centuries in a shipwreck, but underwent accelerated corrosion when
removed to the atmosphere. (21)
Other documentation regarding shipwrecks (e.g., Refs. in Table 2.5) tend
to substantiate Tylecote's conclusions regarding multi-century durability of
lead(16-18,20-22) and bronze(15-22) in seawater. However, the rather cursory
description of metal condition in most of the references is less definitive
than Tylecote's study, which includes some first-hand investigation of corrosion on metals from shipwrecks.
2.4 DURABILITY OF NON-METALS
While non-metals are not within the scope of this study, much information
regarding the durability of glasses and ceramic materials is documented. For
2.14

example, Ref. 18 describes glassware and ceramics which were exposed to seawater
for almost 1,000 years. Some glassware had degraded while other types appeared
essentially intact. Comparison of the glass analyses may provide insights to
formulations which have maximum stability to seawater.
Ceramic dinnerware, vases, jars, etc., also have survived essentially
. t ac t f
t
. s h·lpwrec ks. (15-19)
ln
or many
cen·
urles ln
Similar information is documented for non-metals found in land-based
archaeological sites. (24)
A recent study summarizes the durability of ancient glasses and ceramics. (25)

.•
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3.0 ESTIMATES OF CORROSION RATES ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL ARTIFACTS

•

The foregoing discussion of durability of archaeological artifacts was
based largely on inferred rather than direct evidence of corrosion performance.
In many cases, the corrosion has appeared to be minimal, but the archaeologist
has not permitted direct corrosion measurements which would disturb the conformity and completeness of the artifact. This section deals with artifacts
where corrosion was either quantified by metallurgical examination or by other
quantitative or semi-quantitative techniques.
Corrosion failure can occur by general or localized mechanisms. The
engineering/scientific community has a working knowledge of these corrosion
modes for normal design lifetimes of twenty years or so, but very little knowledge of what to expect over the centuries required for long-term waste storage.
One approach is to extrapolate short-term corrosion data to estimate long-term
behavior. Another approach is to assess the corrosion of metal objects which
have survived for centuries or millenia. In our view, it is highly desirable
to check the extrapolation of short-term corrosion data against actual longterm data. In a preliminary assessment, we have estimated the corrosion rates
for a number of archaeological artifacts and having compared the rates to
extrapolated corrosion rates for corresponding modern materials.

.•
II

There are problems inherent in determining corrosion rates on archaeological metals. Foremost is the inadequacy of most artifact descriptions in the
archaeological literature. Frequently, the only basis for a corrosion assessment is a photograph or a brief description such as IIlightlyll or IIseverely"
corroded. Only occasionally does one have an adequate description of the corrosion, including radiographs of the artifact, analyses of the corrosion products, or photomicrographs of metallurgical cross-sections showing the corrosion layer thickness. Even then there is uncertainty regarding the location
of the original corroded surface. Furthermore, the artifact may have been
cleaned and/or restored, and its age may be uncertain. Finally, some artifacts
have both general surface corrosion and grain boundary corrosion (particularly
tin bronzes), which makes it difficult to evaluate a composite corrosion rate.

3.1

These factors compromise precise corrosion rate measurements. However, it is
still possible and useful to estimate some corrosion rates, using methods
described later.
Another factor influencing the usefulness of the estimates is that with
few exceptions, the corrosion environment for the artifact was known to us only
in very general terms, such as IIwet" or "dryll. Therefore, it is difficult to
directly compare long-term corrosion rates of artifacts of the same basic material (e.g., iron) in different environments. However, it may be possible to
detect trends.
The corrosion rate estimates are shown in Figure 3.1 for iron base artifacts and in Figure 3.2 for copper base artifacts. These figures show estimated
corrosion rates in inches and centimeters per one thousand years. The numbers
associated with each estimate refer to Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The Tables provide
information for the corrosion rates plotted in the figures, namely the reference to archaeological literature, minimum and maximum estimated corrosion
rates, corrosion environment, information and appropriate remarks relating to
the estimate, such as composition.
The corrosion estimates are from written descriptions, photographs, photomicrographs, drawings, radiographs, or various combinations of these. The
minimum and maximum corrosion rates for each artifact represent best estimates,
base~ on the available descriptioQs.
All estimates assume uniform corrosion.
A.if-/ .,._p~f/,,: tf.;-r{!'~'fI'/I···" h h;: "';or / ~"c."'.'-?,I'" ~."://((,,, ...
,.':',('~'
Corrosion rates of a few lead artifacts have also been estimated (Table 3.3).
There are not enough estimates to justify definitive statements~ but it does
appear that the median corrosion rate for lead artifacts is similar to rate
for iron- and copper-base artifacts.
·."A

)

--

,•.-'

It is only fair to acknowledge that many artifacts have corroded completely.
However, in the nuclear waste context, we have particular interest in rates at
the low end of the corrosion rate scale. What rates can be achieved under
carefully engineered conditions?
It is informative to compare the estimated corrosion rates'on artifacts
with corrosion rates for corresponding modern metals. The atmospheric corrosion

3.2

.

"

•

of copper, lead, and iron as quoted by Uhlig(3l) are shown in Table 3.4. These
values represent average corrosion rates over 8 to 20 years. Maximum and minimum values are listed from the composite data of urban-industrial, marine, and
rural atmospheres. The minimum values generally correspond to the rural atmosphere data.
The modern atmospheric corrosion rates are near the midpoint of the corrosion rate estimates for all three materials. However the modern rates are
several orders of magnitude higher than the estimated rates for the most durable artifacts we have surveyed. The most durable artifacts have been subject
to exceptionally low corrosion rates.
This attempt to quantify archaeological corrosion rates is of very limited
scope. We would welcome comments from archaeological specialists regarding the
validity of the comparisons and regarding any other relevant data not included
here.
Also, we would welcome comments from specialists on the corrosion of
modern metals regarding the most appropriate basis for corrosion rate extrapolations which are relevant to the ancient metals.

·•
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TABLE 3.1.
Artifact Reference #

Corros i on Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.

.w

Iron

Environment

Remarks

Max.
17

sea water and mud,
waterlogged (below
sea level)

Authors measurement and chemical
analyses. Worst corrosion on
balls directly exposed to sea,
least on balls covered by mud.

7-10

sea water

Measurement quoted.

0.002

0.3

buried in ground
[Engl and]

Estimate from corrosion description and physical size of nails.

Iron nail [6, pg 33]

0.001

0.003

not given [England]

Estimate from metallographic
cross-section.

5.

Iron nail [6, pg 39]

0.001

0.003

not given
[Uni ted States]

Same as above.
pitted in some
areas with rest-'n pitted areas

6.

Currency bar
[17, pg 192,206-210]

0.004

0.02

Estimate from metallographic
buried close to surface in a bundle of
cross-section.
currency bars [England1

7.

Iron Pillar Delhi
[26, pg 581]

0.0001

0.001

exposed to atmosphere
[Indi a]

Estimate from description.

8.

Corstopitum bloom
[26, pg 582]

0.2

?

found in furnaceburied in ground
[Engl and]

Value quoted.

9.

Iron sickle

0.02

<0.08

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph.

0.005

<0.01

not given [Egypt1

Estimate from description and
photograph.

1.

Cast iron cannon ball s
[6, pg 155]

2.

Cast iron cannon balls
1, pg 7

3.

Iron nails [6, pg 33]

4.

0.08

[39, pg 428]
10.

r

Small knife
[39, pg 428]

,"

•

•

••

TABLE 3.1.
Artifact Reference #

.

w

Corrosion Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.

Max.

(contd)
Environment

Remarks

11.

Bronze Handl ed knife
[39, pg 428]

0.005

<0.02

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph

12.

Small knife
[39, pg 429]

0.005

<0.01

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph

13.

Chisel
[39, pg 429]

0.005

<0.01

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph

14.

Hoe [39, pg 429]

0.005

<0.01

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph

15.

Axe head
[39, pg 429]

0.02

<0.08

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph

16.

Axe head
[39, pg 429J

0.0001

<0.001

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from description and
photograph. Note this spe~imen
has a blue magnetic oxide coat.

1?

Sword [45]

0.01

<0.03

not given [Egypt]

Estimate from photographs and
description

18.

Broad axe blade [56]

0.2

not known
probably some electrochemical corrosion
since in contact with
bronze [China]

Estimate from description and
pictures

19.

Dagger axe blade [56]

0.2

not known
probably some electrochemical corrosion
since in contact with
bronze [China]

Estimate from description and
pictures

""-J

TABLE 3. l.

Artifact Reference #

Corros i on Rate(a)
Inches/WOO YR
Min.

Environment

Remarks

Max.

20.

Chisel [57, plate 36],
7302 (G182)

0.1

0.2

arid climate, buried
in tomb [Egypt]- in
contact with bronze

Estimate from picture and
description

21.

Chisel [57, plate 36],
7305 (G585)

0.07

0.2

arid climate, buried
in tomb [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

22.

Iron shear [57,
plate 36], 7303 (G585 )

0.03

0.06

arid climate, buried
in tomb [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

23.

Key [57, plate 36],
7455 (G187)

0.01

0.02

arid climate, buried
in tomb [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

24.

Arrowhead [57,
plate 35], 7292 (G607)

0.02

0.04

arid climate, buried
in tomb [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

25.

Chisel [57, plate 36],
7367 (G254)

0.0001 <0.001

arid climate, buried
in tomb [Egypt]
Note: was found in
leather bag inside
of deteriorated
wooden box

Estimate from picture and
description. (Described
as bright as "polished
steel" when removed.)

26.

Iron' axe [57,
plate 36], 7299 ( G18?)

0.05

<0.15

in tomb chamber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

27.

Iron kohlstick [57,
plate 36], 7390 (G445)

0.01

<0.05

in tomb chamber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

28.

Iron ring [57,
plate 33], 8111 (G445)

0.01

<0.02

in tomb chamber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

.
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(contd)
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TABLE 3.1.
Artifact Reference #

.w

Corros i on Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.

Max.

(contd)

Environment

Remarks

29.

Iron ring [57,
plate 33], 8089 (G384)

0.01

<0.02

i n tomb ch amber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

30.

Iron ring [57,
plate 33J, 8056 (G384)

0.01

<0.05

in tomb chamber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

31.

Iron kohlstick ~57,
plate 33], 7399 (G384)

0.005

<0.01

in tomb chamber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

32.

Iron kohlstick [57,
plate 33], 7383 (G293)

0.005

<0.03

in tomb chamber,
organic matter
close by [Egypt]
(buried in sand
above tomb)

Estimate from picture and
description

33.

Anklets [57, plate 35],
7379, 7376(G8)

0.2

0.4

in tomb ch amber
[Egypt]

Estimate from picture and
description

34.

Bucket eye
[58, pl ate 20]

0.2

upper part of Roman
well filling, not
waterlogged, access
to air [England]

Estimate from picture and
description

35.

Bucket eye, handle
fragments [58,
Plate 20]

0.02

lower part of Roman
well filling waterlogged, anerobic
[Engl and]

Estimate from picture and
description

U)

0.04

TABLE 3. l.

Artifact Reference #

w

......

Corros ion Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.

Max.

(contd)

Environment

Remarks

36.

Key [58, plate 21]

0.005

<0.02

buried in waterlogged
silt and clay, tannins present may have
inhibited corrosion
[England]

Estimate from picture and
description

37.

Key [58, plate 21]

0.1

<0.2

exposed to air and
intermittent water
[England]

Estimate from picture and
description

38.

Key [58, plate 13]

0.06

0.4

not given [England]

Estimate from picture and
x-ray photo

39 • Knives [58, plate 16]

0.01

0.03

buried in waterlogged area

Estimate from pictures

40.

Sword [58, plate 23]

0.02

0.06

not given

Estimate from pictures of cleaned
versus partly cleaned sword

41.

Battle axe
[61, plate 1]

0.1

0.2

not given

Estimate from macrophotos of
etched cross-sections

42.

Battle axe
[61, pl ate 2]

0.1

0.2

not given

Estimate from macrophotos of
etched cross-sections

43.

Hatchet [61, plate 3]

0.02

0.1

not given

Estimate from macrophotos of
etched cross-sections

44.

Damascus sword
[61, plate 6,10]

0.06

0.2

not given

Estimate from macrophotos of
etched cross-sections

0

(a) 0.001 in. = 25.4 ).Jm.
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TABLE 3.2.
Artifact Reference #

Corros i on Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.
Max.

1.

Jer i cho ch i se.l
[6, pg 123J

0.01

0.05

not ava il ab 1e

Estimate from photographs of
cross-section and artifact,
apparently copper.

2.

Bronze sword
[6, pg 193]

0.005

0.02

not avail ab 1e
[China]

Estimate from photograph of sword.

3.

Coll ar buttons 10

0.06

0.12

not available
[Ecuador]

Cu: 40-70 wt pct, remainder Ag.
Estimate from macros, crosssections, and description.
Cu corroded preferentially

4.

Effigy of Richard
Beauchamp [24]

0.03

0.12

atmospheric exposure
[Engl and]

Estimate from photos and decription, bronze.

5.

Fl anged Bronze Celt
[27]

0.002

0.01

buried in sandy clay
or gravel within
about 2 ft of surface.
[England]

Estimate from description,
82.73% Cu, 17.29% Sn.

6.

Bronze ce It [29]

0.005

0.02

buried [Scotland]

Estimate from description,
8% Sn, 0.5% As

7.

Bronze haloerd bl ank
[31, report 1]

0.005

0.02

unknown [Ireland]

Estimate from description,
0.62% As, 0.9% Sb

8.

Bronze halberd
[31, report 2]

0.01

0.04

unknown [Ireland]

Estimate from description,
2.6% As, 0.9% Sb

9.

Bronze halberd
[31, report 3]

0.01

0.04

unknown [Ireland]

Estimate from description,
2.1% As, 1.66 Sb

10.

Bronze halberd
[31, report 4]

0.01

0.04

unknown [Ireland]

Estimate from description,
8.11% Sn, 1.66 Sb

.
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Copper

Environment

Remarks

TABLE 3.2.

w

(contd)

Artifact Reference #

Carras i on Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Mi n.
Max.

11.

Bronze dagger
[31, report S]

0.01

0.04

unknown [IrelandJ

Estimate from
S.8% Sn

12.

Pal stave 36

0.04

0.10

buried in clay.

Estimate from description,
81.7S% Cu, 18.2S% Sn

13.

Axe head [38]

O.OOS

0.02

not given [Egypt]

Corrosion depth measured,
97.3S% Cu, 1.28% Ni, 0.49 As

14.

Bronze trunion [47J

0.01

0.10

buried in gravel and
clay about S ft deep
[England]

Estimate from descriptions and
drawings, 8S.S% Cu, 14.2% Sn

lS.

Bronze palstaves [47]

0.01

0.10

buried in gravel and
clay about S ft deep
[England]

Estimate from descriptions and
drawings, 86.39% Cu, 13.0% Sn

16.

Bronze trunion celt
[47]

0.01

0.10

buried in gravel and
clay about S ft deep

Estimate from descriptions and
drawings, (composition not given)

17.

Roman copper cake [40]

0.01

0.06

not known

Estimate from description.

18.

Bronze spearhead
[41, fi"g. 3]

0.01

0.04

Heathery Burn Cave,
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [England]

Estimate from drawings.

19.

Bronze socketed knives
[41, figs. 4,S]

O.OOS

0.02

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [England]

Estimate from drawings.

20.

Bronze flanged knife
[41, fig. 6]

O.OOS

0.02

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [England]

Estimate from drawings.

--'
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Environment

Remarks
de~cription,
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TABLE 3.2.

•

(contd)

Artifact Reference #

Corros ion Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.
Max.

21.

Bronze "razor"
[41, fig. 7J

0.01

0.04

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [EnglandJ

Estimate from drawings.

22.

Bronze socketed axe
[41, fig. 8]

0.01

0.04

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [EnglandJ

Estimate from drawings.

23.

Bronze socketed axe
r41, fi g. 9.]

0.01

0.04

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave ~Engl andJ

Estimate from drawings.

24.

Bronze tongs
[41, fig. 11]

O.OOS

0.02

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [Engl andJ

Estimate from drawings.

2S.

Bronze pins
~41, figs. 17,18,19J

O.OOS

0.01

Heathery Burn Cave
buried in gravel in
bottom of limestone
cave [EnglandJ

Estimate from drawings.

26.

Elizabethan weight
standards [SO, pg 90-92]

0.00034

in constant use for
236 years

Estimate from pictures and weight
loss data. Not all of the weight
loss is attributable to corrosion
as some erosion also took place and
accuracy of original standard not
known.

27.

Bronze axe head [S2J

0.02

wrapped in fiber in
tomb. [Egypt]

Estimate from description,
96.9% Cu, 1.S% As.

.w

Environment

Remarks

--'

w

O.OOS

TABLE 3.2.

Artifact Reference #

Corrosion Rate(a)
Inches/lOOO YR
Min.
Max.

28.

Copper ewer and
basin [S3-

0.001

29.

Whittingham sword [54J

30.

0.004

(contd)

Environment

Remarks

not avail able
LEgypt]

Estimate from pictures and
description.

0.0003 0.001

Found in a bog.
fEngl and]

Estimate from pictures and
description. Bronze. Described as
in nearly perfect condition when
found.

Brass bosses [SSJ

0.002

0.008

buried 14 ft under
surface, "dry"
[Engl and] some
leather attached.

Estimate from description and
pictures.

31.

Brass hinges [5S]

O.OOOS 0.002

buried 14 ft under
surface, "dry"
~Engl and] some
leather attached.

Estimate from description and
pictures.

32.

Bronze broad axe [S6J

0.002

0.010

unknown. [China]

Estimate from description,
pictures, micrographs, chemical
analyses, and radiographs. In some
areas at least appears to be
entirely penetrated by CU20 on
grain boundaries. Corrosion rate
estimate is for general corrosion.

33.

Bronze dagger axe [S6J

0.001

O.OOS

unknown [China]

Estimate from description,
pictures, micrographs, chemical
analyses, and radiographs. In some
areas at least appears to be
entirely penetrated by CU20 on
grain boundaries. Corrosion rate
8S.S% Cu, 12.2% Sn, 2.1% Pb
estimate is for general corrosion.

34.

Brass chai n mail [S8J

O.OOS

0.02

not available
[Engl andJ

Estimate from picture and
description.

(a) 0.001 in.

.'"
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TABLE 3.3.

Lead

Artifact Reference #

Corrosion Rate(a)'
Inches/1000 YR
Min.
Max.

1.

Lead ingots [26J

0.04

0.3

Buried under masonry
rubble in Abbey
[England]

Estimate from description.
approximately 1539.

Buried

2.

Lead pipe [27J

0.009

0.1

Buried underground
[EnglandJ

Estimate from description.
to AD 85.

From AD 78

3.

Lead vessel [28J

0.01

0.3

Buried about two feet
underground [EnglandJ

Estimate from description.

Roman.

4.

Roman pig [29J

0.01

0.2

Buried about two feet
underground [England]

Estimate from description.

5.

Pewter dishes [30J

0.04

0.3

Buried about two feet
underground [England]

Estimate from description.
artifacts.

w
U1

•

(a) 0.001 in.

=

25.4 ]Jm.

Environment

Remarks

Roman

TABLE 3.4.

Atmospheric Corrosion Rates from Modern Experience
(from Re f. 31)

Material
Cu
Pb
Fe (carbon steel)

Corrosion Rate inches/1000 yr
min.
max.
0.017
0.013
0.073

0.001 in. = 25.4 'flm

3.16

0.054
0.021
0.48

...

3.0
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DURABILITY OF METAL METEORITES

4.0 DURABILITY OF METAL METEORITES

•

Over geologic history, numerous cosmic bodies called meteorites have
entered the earth's atmosphere, been heated to luminosity on the meteorite surface, finally falling to the earth's surface. The two major meteorite varieties
are stony and metallic (iron). This treatment will focus on the metal meteorites. Table 4.1 indicates that 532 metal meteorites have been recovered worldwide. The meteorites are iron-nickel alloys. They have three major classifications (Table 4.1) based on nickel content: hexahedrites, octahedrites, and
ataxites. The octahedrites are characterized by the cross-hatched Widmanstatten
structure. The meteoritic Widmanstatten structure develops by solid state
diffusion at low temperatures over very long times.
The principal minerals in the metal meteorites are taenite and kamacite
(Table 4.1), though approximately 45 mineral species have been identified in
one or more of the 500 metal meteorites (Ref. 1, p. 88).
Meteorites are named after geographic locations near where they were
found.
Buchwald has published an excellent 3-volume treatise which focuses on
the metal meteorites. (1) The work includes descriptions of essentially all
the metal meteorites.
4.1
4.1.1

.•
•

METEORITE AGES
Cosmic Ages

The cosmic age of a meteorite is the time since the meteoritic material
separated from the parent body. The parent body ages are believed to be 4 to
4.5 billion years. (1) The age of individual meteorites since separation from
the parent body is estimated by determination of isotope ratios (e.g., 38Ar/39Ar ,
41 K/40 K) which reflect cosmic ray bombardment of the meteorite. Ref. 1, p. 142
discusses the variations of cosmic age determinations. Estimates of cosmic
ray exposure ages on numerous metal meteorites range from 1 x 10 6 to 2,000 x
10 6 years .

4.1

TABLE 4.1.

Metal Meteorites - Summary of Data

Number of Metal Meteorites
Fa 11 s (a)
Fi nds
Metal Meteorite Sizes
Most Common Masses Recovered
Largest (est.)
Small est
Metallurgical Classification
Hexahedrites
Octahedrites
Ataxites
Most Common Minerals
Taenite (Nickel-Austenite, >25 wt% Ni)
Kamacite (Nickel-Ferrite, <7.5 wt% Ni)
Plessite (Intergrowth of Kamacite and
Taeni te)

532

500

•
10-40 kg
60,000 kg
0.16 kg
4-6 wt% Ni
6-12 wt% Ni
>12 wt% Ni
Cubic, Fe-Ni
Cubic, low Ni
High Ni
Fe

Composition
Most Frequent Range wt%
Maximum Ni, wt%
Mean Nickel, wt%
Coba It, . wt%
Chlorine, ppm, wt
Titanium and Vanadium, ppm, wt
Chromium, ppm, wt
Manganese, ppm, wt

•

32

89-95

Ni

Other

5-11

60
7.9

0.3-1.0
1-10
0.5-5.0
<5-2,500
10-20

(a) Meteorites which fell to earth under human observation.

•.

4.2

4.1.2 Terrestrial Ages

•

•

Time on earth or terrestrial age is important to assessments of meteorite
corrosion. Only a fraction of the metal meteorites have known or even estimated
ages. Meteorites with known or estimated ages are plotted in Figure 4.1.
Dating the metal meteorites has several levels of definition. The categories
of meteorite dating are discussed below.
The Falls
Because the 32 falls occurred under human observation their terrestrial
ages are precisely defined, except for one or two still in question. The ages
vary from 10 to 240 years (in 1979). Terrestrial ages of the falls are plotted
in Figure 4.1.
Crater Dating
Several large metal meteorites have formed craters upon impact. Perhaps
the best known is the Canyon Diablo crater in Arizona, formed by a metal
meteorite which has yielded metal masses totalling ~30,000 kg. The crater
diameter is ~1,200 m. Geologic dating of the craters provides an estimate of
the terrestrial age of the meteorites. Table 18 of Ref. 1 summarizes the
crater-forming metal meteorites. They are also plotted on Figure 4.1, varying
from <5,000 to >100,000 years.
Radiocounting

•

The terrestrial ages of some metal meteorites have been estimated by
radiocounting. When a meteorite penetrates the earth's atmosphere, it is subsequently shielded from further significant cosmic ray bombardment. The terrestrial age is then calculated from the decay equation N = No e- At . Isotopes
which are analyzed to determine N include 3H(T = 12.3y), 39A(T = 326y) , 14C(T =
5,700y), and 36Cl (T = 0.31 x 106y). The decay constant, A, is 0.692fT where
T is the half-life, and t is the terrestrial age. The value of No for a given
isotope is calculated from the levels of long-lived isotopes, such as 26Al (0.7
x l06y), in the meteorite and from calibrations on freshly-fallen meteorites.
Three meteorites with ages estimated by radiocounting are plotted on Figure 4.1 .
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Carbo is plotted at ~100,000 years, based on the 10B/ 36 Cl method. However,
14C and 39Ar counting suggested much lower ages. Chang and Wanke(2) have estimated ages of several iron meteorites by radiocounting. Mason (Ref. 3, p. 190)
observed that high estimated terrestrial ages of some meteorites suggest that
meteoritic irons weather slowly. However, we shall see that weathering rates
depend on several important factors.
Venerated

r~eteorites

or Artifacts

There is another class of metal meteorites or sections of meteorites which
have been a part of human activities for centuries, the so-called venerated
meteorites. Buchwald lists 24 cases; 6 involved meteorite fragments and
archaeological artifacts of suspected meteoritic origin. The archaelogical
materials include iron beads from Gerzeh, Egypt, dating to ~3000 BC; also two
corroded oval blades found at Ur (Iraq), dated to ~2500 BC. Buchwald indicates
that meteoritic origin is not conclusive. However, the onset of iron smelting
appeared to be much later (see Figure 2.1, Section 2.1).
Fifteen of the remaining venerated meteorites involved complete specimens
which were worshiped, included in gravesites, etc. The history of veneration
covers the period 1100 to 1871 AD. The fact that the meteorites have survived
for up to ~9 centuries is significant, though the total terrestrial age is not
known.
4.2 WEATHERING OF IRON METEORITES
4.2.1

·"
•

Features Which Index Degree of Weathering

As meteorites enter the earth's atmosphere, they are traveling at 10 to
70 km/sec.(l) The meteorite temperature is low (~OC) as it enters the atmosphere. Approximately 90 to 120 km above the earth, the meteorite surface is
heated to luminosity due to atmospheric friction. During the luminous period,
the meteorite surface is oxidized by reaction with the atmosphere. The surface undergoes ablation, as melting metal and oxide escape from the surface.
A thin layer of metal immediately under the oxide is heated above a transformation temperature, forming an a 2 iron zone.

4.5

Approximately 8 to 16 km above the earth, the denser atmosphere slows
the smaller meteorites, luminosity ceases, and the meteorite cools as it drops
to earth. Large meteorites maintain a major fraction of their cosmic velocities, and sometimes cause severe cratering upon impact.

•

Three features formed during the luminous phase are useful to index the
degree of terrestrial weathering on the meteorites:
1.

The Fusion Crust - an oxide composed of magnetite (Fe 304 ) and wustite
(Fe l -x 0). The oxide sometimes incorporates some fused metal. The magnetite wustite thickness is typically 50 ~m (Ref. 1, p. 52). In Figure 4.2,
the minimum fusion crust thickness is 40 ~m for the N'Kandhla meteorite.
The cusp-like appearance may be due to effects of ablation. Figure 4.3
(Rembang) is another example of a meteorite with a fusion crust (50 ~m).
In this case, metal particles are incorporated in the oxide, probably from
melting during the ablation phase.

2.

The a 2 Iron Zone - a rim of heat-altered metal immediately under the
fusion crust. The general thicknesses for the a 2 iron are 2.0 ~ 0.5 mm
(leading edge) to 4 ~ 1 mm (rear surfaces). (1) The a 2 iron zones are
apparent on the N'Kandhla and Rembang meteorites (Figures 4.2 and 4.3),
comprising several sublayers. The maximum a2 layer thickness is 0.09 mm.
On Figure 4.3, the a 2 zone thickness is 0.25 mm.

3.

Regmaglypts - rounded indentations which form during the ablation process.
Flow lines (flutings) are another ablation feature which are apparent on
some meteorites. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a relatively ancient
meteorite which has residual regmaglypts.

Meteorites, particularly the large ones, fragment during entry through
the atmosphere. On fragments which form during the last stages of heating,
the fusion crust and a 2 layers may be very thin. There are also suggestions
that a very thin fusion crust may occur on some shock-heated fragments formed
on impact (Ref. 1, p. 395).
If the fusion crust and a 2 iron layers are intact, this indicates absence
of significant weathering. Some meteorites have lost the fusion crust, but
retain the a2 zone.
4.6
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0.2 rrm

a.

As-polished, Neg. No. 4P1072E, Mag. 100X

Fusion
} Crust
(Oxide)
a2 Metal
Zone

I

Meteorite
Bulk Metal
0.1 mm

b.
FIGURE 4.2.

Etchan t:

2% Nital, Neg. No. 4P1 072L, Mag. 200X

Metallographic Sections of N'Kandhla Meteorite (Fall):
Fell in South Africa, August 1, 1912; Secti on Supplied
By E. Olsen, Field Museum, Chjcago; Metallography by (1)
R. Beauchamp, Battelle, PNL, July 1979. Composition: ·
9.96% Ni, 0.64% Co, About 0.3% P, 71 ppm Ga, 83 ppm Ge,
18.5 ppm Ir, Remainder Fe
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Etchant:

2% Nital, Neg. No. 4P1071N, Mag. 100X

Meta110graphic Sections of Rembang Meteorite (Fall):
Fell in Indonesia, August 30, 1919; Section Supplied
by E. Olsen, Field Museum, Chicago; Metallography by (1)
R. Beauchamp, Battelle, PNL, July 1979. Composition:
8.82% Ni, 2.25% Ga, 0.13 ppm Ge, 1.2 ppm Ir. Remainder Fe
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Regmaglypts

HENBURY IRON METEORITE . ONE HALF SIZE

FIGURE 4.4.

Henbury Meteorite - Photograph Courtesy of Prof.
C. B. Moore, Arizona State University. Fell in
the Northwest Te r ritory, Austra l ia; Di scovered
in 1931. Estimated Terrestrial Age, ~5 , 0 00 Years.
Compositi on: 7. 51% Ni, 0.45 Co, 0.09 P, 18 ppm
Ga, 34 ppm Ge, 13 ppm Ir. Remainder Fe
Note t he rounded indentations (regmagl ypts) forme d
by abl ati on during descent through the earth' s
atmosp he re .

•
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4.2.2 Observations on the Degree of Meteorite Weathering
Of the 480 metal meteorites which have been examined for fusion crusts
and a 2 iron layers, 146 have both fusion crust and a 2 zones; 230 have only
a 2 zones. (1) Thus, over half of the known iron meteorites have undergone
minimal weathering. Some partially-buried meteorites have weathered substantially on surfaces exposed to the soil, with minimal weathering on surfaces exposed to the atmosphere, indicated by residual fusion crust or a 2 zones.
The presence or absence of fusion crusts and a2 iron is indicated on Figure 4.1 for the meteorites with known or estimated ages. According to Buchwald,
25 of the falls have been analyzed and all continue to show fusion crusts and
a 2 iron layers, over the time period of ~10 to 240 years.
The falls come from a variety of geographic locations. However, the falls
presumably were recovered soon after impact and probably have been stored in
museums or other buildings. They would have been contaminated (chlorides,
skin oils, etc.) from human handling and cutting, sometimes in water. Otherwise, they would be exposed in a variety of museum environments.
For the meteorites dated from the estimated age of their craters or from
radioactive counting, some have survived well, while others are in advanced
stages of weathering. The following section will describe the stages of
weathering and show examples of meteorites representing the various stages.
4.2.3 Stages of Meteorite Weathering
For the purposes of this discussion, we will identify five stages of
meteorite weathering. Some large meteorites which separated into numerous
masses have specimens in essentially all five stages of weathering. Factors
which contributed to the differences in degree of weather will be discussed.
Stage 1 - Fusion Crust and a 2 Layers Identifiable
Descriptions given by Buchwald(l) suggest that all of the falls continue
to show fusion crust and a 2 zones (Section 4.2.1). We have previously alluded
to Figures 4.2 and 4.3, as examples of well-preserved fusion crust and a 2 zones.
Buchwald identifies approximately 120 metal meteorites which have both fusion
crust and a 2 layers on at least part of the surface. These include several
4.10
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relatively ancient nleteorites. Henbury, found in Northern Territory, Australia
(Figure 4.4), and Wabar found in Saudi Arabia, are estimated to be ~5,000 years
old, based on geologic dating of their craters. Some masses from these meteorites have areas still in Stage 1 weathering. Similarly for Keen Mountain,
Virginia, USA, with an estimated (radiocounting) age of ~1,000 years and Navajo,
apparently known to and considered sacred by the Navajo Indians since ~1600 AD.
The Bagdad (Arizona, USA) meteorite (Figure 4.5) is a borderline Stage 1,
having a clearly evident a 2 layer, but still retaining less obvious remnants
of the fusion crust.
Another interesting example of Stage 1 weathering is the Allan Hills 76-02
octahedrite (1,510 grams) found on Antarctica ice. (4) It was the only iron
found with a group of ten chrondrites and achondrites (stony meteorites). The
stony meteorites have been dated (radiocounting) at ~105 years, except for one
(76-08) with an estimated terrestrial age of 1.7 x 10 6 years. There is speculation that the meteorites have been carried in the glacial ice, surfacing
when forced up by a rock barrier.
Allan Hills 76-02 has well-preserved fusion crust and a 2 zones totaling
~ mm.
It has weathered hardly at all in the Antarctic environment. Association with the dated stony meteorites suggests that it may be ancient, but
that must remain speculative until Allan Hills 76-02 is dated independently.
Stage 2 - Fusion Crust Missing - a 2 Layer Identifiable
Buchwald identifies 85 meteorites with a 2 zones on at least part of the
surface. (a) Among them are specimens from some meteorites which formed craters:(l)
•

•

Boxhole (Australia), estimated to be
specimen with a 2 mm-wide a 2 zone .

~5,000

years old, has at least one

• Canyon Diablo (Arizona, USA); many of the unshocked large metal masses
have retained the regmaglypts and a2 zones. The a2 zones are missing
from shocked and shock-annealed Canyon Diablo masses because the masses
appear to have formed upon impact. The Canyon Diablo crater is estimated
to be at least 20,000 years old.

•
(a) This is in addition to 120 meteorites with both fusion crust and a 2 zones.
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FIGU RE 4.5.

••

Bagdad Meteorite, Photo Cou r t esy of Prof. C. B. Moore, Ar i zona State University,
Fell i n Ar izona , USA, Di scovered in 1960. Compos iti on : (l) 8.17% Ni, 0.45 % Co ,
0. 12% P. 19. 8 ppm Ga, 39 .7 ppm Ge , 6.8 ppm Ir, Remain de r Fe.

•

•

A

•

•

Odessa (Texas, USA) is estimated to be ~O,OOO years old, based on both
radiocounting and archaeological evidence. (1) Heat-affected zones (up
to 1-2 mm thick) have been identified on some specimens, though the zones
are irregular.
Stage 3 - Meteorite Largely Metallic, Fusion Crust and a 2 Layers Missing

Of the 480 meteorites which have been analyzed, about 230 have no evidence of residual a 2 zones. Yet, a large fraction have sizable masses of
metal remaining.
Figure 4.6 shows a cross section of a small Canyon Diablo specimen which
we have examined. There is no evidence of residual fusion crust and a 2 zone,
but considerable metal remains. Note also that numerous metal particles are
incorporated in the oxide, having resisted corrosion over the estimated 20,000
year Canyon Diaba10 terrestrial life. The compositions of the resistant phases
in the oxide, from electron microprobe analysis are:
~75
~O

wt% Fe, 23 wt% Ni, 0.2 wt% Co (probably taenite)
wt% Fe, 26 wt% Ni, 0.5 wt% Co, 14 wt% P (schreibersite)

We have also examined sections of the Henbury (Figure 4.7) and Carbo
(Figure 4.8) meteorites, which do not show evidence of residual fusion crust
or a 2 zones. The oxide on the Henbury surface we examined has a maximum thickness of ~.065 mm. A localized oxide finger extends 0.162 mm into the metal.
Other well-preserved Henbury specimens exist, including the one shown in
Figure 4.4.
Our examination of a Carbo specimen also indicated a relatively thin
(0.037 mm) terrestrial oxide, with no evidence of fusion crust and a 2 zones,
as indicated in the preceeding section. Some oxide intrusion has occurred
along cracks in the metal. The Carbo terrestrial age is estimated at up to
130,000 years (Ref. 1, p. 426).
•

Stage 4 - Advanced Weathering but with Observable Metal
The Ider meteorite (Figure 4.9) exemplifies this category.
ing estimates place the age of this meteorite at ~106 years. (3)
has undergone major oxidation, but substantial metal remains.
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RadiocountThe meteorite

a.

As-polished, Neg. No. 4P1068C, Mag. 6.3X
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FIGURE 4.6.
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As-polished, Neg. No. 4P1068D, Mag. 50X

Metallographic Sections of Canyon Diablo Meteorite, Fell
in Arizona, USA, Known to Indians for Centuries; Estimated Age: 20,000(1) Years, First Modern Cognizance,
1891; Section Supplied by E. Olsen, Field Museum, Chicago;
Metallography by R. Beauchamp, Battelle, PNL, July 1979.
Composition:(l) 7.10% Ni, 0.46% Co, 0.26% P, About 1.0%
C, About 1.0% s, 80 ppm Ga, 320 ppm Ge, 1.9 ppm Ir,
Remainder Fe.
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FIGURE 4.7.

a.

As- poli shed, Neg. No. 4P1069C, Ma g. 100X

b.

Etchant : 2% Nital, Neg. No. 4P1069I, Mag. 250X

Metallograp hi c Sections of Henbury Meteorite, Fell in
Northwest Territory, Australia, Discovered in 1931,
Estimated Age: <5,000 Years. Section Suppli ed by E.
Olsen, Field Museum, Chicago, Metallography by R. (1)
Beauchamp, Battelle, PNL, July 1979. Composition:
7.51% Ni, 0.45% Co, 0.09% P, 18 ppm Ga, 34 ppm Ge, 13
ppm Ir, Remainder Fe.
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a.

As-polished, Neg. No. 4P1067B, Mag. 12X
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FIGURE 4. 8.

As-polished, Neg. No. 4P1067G, Ma g. 100X

Metallographic Sections of Carbo Meteorite, Fell in
Sonora, Mexico; Discovered in 1923, Estimated Age:
>100,000 Years, Section Supplied by E. Olsen, Field
Museum, Chicago; Metallography by R. Beauchamp,
Battelle, PNL, July 1979. Composition:(l) 10.15%
Ni, 0. 62% Co, About 0.5% P, 70 ppm Ga, 87 ppm Ge,
13 ppm Ir, Remainder Fe.
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FIGURE 4.9.

Ider Meteorite, Showing Advanced Weathering, But With Considerable Retained
Metal. The Meteorite Was Found in Alabama, USA, in 1959. Radiocounting
Suggests a Terrestrial Age Exceeding One Million Years. Composition:(l)
8.2% Ni, 0.2% P, 20 ppm Ga, 40 ppm Ge. Photo Courtesy of Smithsonian
Institution

Shale balls are oxidized masses of metal meteorites buried in the soil.
The shale balls generally are proximate to meteor craters, e.g., Boxhole,
Canyon Diabalo, Henbury and Wolf Creek. (1,5) Some shale balls weigh up to
~20 kg. (3) Some have metal cores, which place them in Stage 4 weathering.

.

Stage 5 - Fully Oxidized
Some shale balls are fully oxidized at least on a macro scale. Fully
oxidized shale balls have been observed near the Boxhole, Canyon Diablo,
Henbury, and Monturaqui craters. (5) In some cases, the meteorite oxide ;s
very hard and coherent. In fact, some oxides cannot be 'cut with a hacksaw. (5)
White, et al. ,(6) describe the advanced weathering of some Wolf Creek
masses. Buchwald(l) shows views of Wolf Creek fragments which are in Stage 4
weathering.
Several cases have been described where the meteorite mass appears to be
fully oxidized. Close inspection indicates small metal inclusions in the
oxide. The potential relevance of this observation to metal durability is
discussed in the following section.
4.3 FACTORS IN METEORITE DURABILITY
On one hand, the metal meteorites have shown a substantial resistance to
weathering: over half have retained features caused by heating in the earth's
atmosphere, indicating that weathering has been minimal. On the other hand,
some meteorites have specimens in a broad range of weathering conditions at
a single site. Explanations for the range of weathering will be referenced
largely to the Canyon Diablo site because weathering spans four stages and is
described by substantial documentation. (1,5)
4.3.1

Effect of Fusion Crusts

Estimates of the total Canyon Diablo meteorite mass vary widely, but the
estimated mass of collected and recognizable meteoritic material in the crater
vicinity is ~,OOO tonnes. More than 20,000 individual masses have been found,
varying from 50 g to 639 kg. Some fragmentation occurred in the earth's atmosphere, some occurred upon impact.
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The fusion crust which forms by high-temperature oxidation is a combination of magnetite (Fe 304 ) and wustite (Fel_xO). Fused metal sometimes is
incorporated into the oxides during ablation.

•

The prospect that undamaged fusion crust is protective seems plausible.
Many meteorites displayed in museums have dark surface oxides which appear to
be compact and coherent. Buddhue acknowledges its probable protective nature.(5)
Black, compact magnetites often are intentionally formed on ferrous alloy
components to provide protection from corrosion (Ref. 7, p. 248). However,
local damage may occur to the fusion crust upon impact, resulting in a localized surface region which is corrosion-prone.
On the hypothesis that the fusion crust is protective, its value accrues
principally to surfaces of fragments formed on the descent through the atmosphere. Fragments formed on impact or even late in the descent may have little
or no fusion crust. While still speculative, the presence or absence of a
fusion crust may be a major factor in the range of weathering which occurs at
sites where meteorites fragment both on descent and upon impact.
As further evidence for this view, Buchwald (Ref. 1, p. 391) identifies
seven degrees (stages) of altered metal for Canyon Diablo specimens, depending on the combined effects of shock and heat. The seven stages range from
no visible metallurgical alteration (Stage I) to alteration corresponding to
shock-melted material (Stage VII) estimated to have attained temperatures
above 1,050°C.
Buchwald's descriptions suggest that the larger Canyon Diablo masses (up
to 640 kg) appeared to have separated from the incoming mass at an early stage.
They are described as lightly shocked and almost unaltered. They have normal
~2 mm thick a2 layers, where less than 0.5 mm has been lost to weathering.
Regmaglypts also are evident.

•

•

Stages II through VII appear to have been formed upon impact. The Stage
II (shock-hardened) masses (usually 50 to 1,000 g) have varying meta11urgies
within the same mass. The presence or absence of fusion crusts is not mentioned, but they probably were absent or very thin. The Stage III (shockannealed) material is covered with "1imonitic crusts and probably never had
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fusion crusts and head-affected zones of the usual kind.
The Stage IV through
Stage VII material also appears to have come from fragments formed during the
impact.
1I

There is a stage beyond VII which involves small metal particles or
spherules. There is evidence that the spherules were coated with a thin silica
coating immediately after formation during impact. The coating appears to
account for resistance of the spherules to weathering over the many millenia
since their formation.

•

In summary, there is a strong suggestion that Canyon Diablo material
which developed a fusion crust during the descent was more resistant to weathering than masses formed on impact, which developed little or no fusion crust.
The exception was the metal spherules, which formed upon impact, but resisted
weathering by virtue of the silica layer which coated the metal particles.
4.3.2

Effect of Burial or Partial Burial in Soil

Buchwald indicates that on some Canyon Diablo masses partially buried in
the desert soil, corrosion was accelerated below the soil line. Above the soil
line weathering was minimal. Similar observations are reported for other partially buried meteorites: Bendego, Boxhole, Cape York, Drum Mountain, Oakley,
Quinn Canyon, Gibeon, Henbury, Rateldraai, Santa Luzia, Zerhamra. These meteorites show a consistent pattern of more severe corrosion on the portion of
the metal which was below the soil line. This is also true of Mundrabilla,
on display at the Smithsonian (Figure 4.10). The bottom side, buried in the
soil, has intermittent layers of relatively thick terrestrial corrosion product
(see arrows). The surface, exposed to the atmosphere, is free of the thick
oxides and has some residual a2 zone on the left-hand side.
Acceleration of corrosion on buried sections of meteorites appears to
provide an explanation for Stage 4 and 5 weathering on shale balls at Canyon
Diablo and other crater-forming meteorites. Buchwald (Ref. 4.1, p. 398) indicates that a few Canyon Diablo shale balls were found on the surface, but
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FIGURE 4.10.

Slab of Mundrabilla (Octrahedrite) on Display at the Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC. The Meteorite Was Fou nd on the Arid Nullarbor Plain, Western
Australia. Composition:(l) 7.8% Ni, 0.26% P, 1% C, 8% S. Photograph Courtesy of the Smi th sonian Institution. Note Thick Terrestrial Corrosion Layers
on Lower Surface. Some a 2 Zone Remains on Left-Hand Surface. Total Length is
154 cm (54 in.)

most are buried. (a)
corrosion.

Buchwald attributes the advanced weathering to subsurface

4.3.3 Effect of Contaminants
Buddhue(5) reflects an early view of meteoriticists that lawrencite (FeC1 2 )
is a cosmic mineral transported to earth on selected meteorites. Buddhue specifically mentions evidence for lawrencite on Brenham, Cranbourne, Lick Creek,
Monahans, Paulding County, Sardis, and Summit. However, the existence of
lawrencite as a cosmic material has never been proved.

•

In the case of Cranbourne, chlorides were cited as a major factor in rapid
degradation when a large mass was moved from the relatively dry site where it
fell (Victoria, Australia) to the moist London atmosphere at the British museum.
Buchwald (Ref. 1, p. 398) discounts lawrencite as a cosmic material and
attributes chloride accumulation on meteorites to ground water impurities.
Buchwald (Ref. 1, p. 383) indicates that some corroded Canyon Diablo specimens
were rich in chlorine and sulfur.
The predominant view now is that chlorides on metal meteorites are of terrestrial origin, except for traces of cosmic origin. (b) Chlorides and sulfur,
of terrestrial origin, appear to be significant sources of accelerated corrosion
on some meteorites.
4.3.4 Effect of Metallurgical Factors
Buddhue (Ref. 5, Plate I) shows evidence for preferential corrosion
intrusions along shock-induced Neumann bands.
Buchwald notes (Ref. 1, p. 658) that metal knives, chisels, etc. were
fashioned from meteoritic materials by the Hopewell Mound builders in Ohio.
Their culture is dated to ~500 BC to 500 AD. The meteoritic artifacts were
less durable than ornaments or implements made from gold, silver or copper.
Nearly all the ferrous artifacts were severely oxidized, although the more
massive unworked meteorite fragments have survived with only superficial
(a) The few exceptions may represent shale balls removed by early human visitors to the crater.
(b) Chlorine contents measured in many meteorites are generally in the range
of 1 to 10 ppm (Buchwald, Vol. 1, p. 82).
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limonitic crusts and some grain boundary corrosion. The metal working, contamination from human handling or storage environments or a combination of
factors probably account for the lower weathering resistance of the meteoritic
artifacts. Archaeological artifacts of apparent meteoritic origin, found at
Ur (from 3000 BC) and in burial mounds near Havanna, Illinois also had substantial oxidation.
Some mineral phases in the meteorites appear as inclusions in the terrestrial oxides, including schreibersite, rhabdite, taenite, cohenite and unmelted,
undamaged troilite. We have already indicated an example of such phases in
the oxide of a Canyon Diablo specimen (Figure 4.4).
Protection can occur by anodic/cathodic couples between two mineral phases.
However, cases are cited (e.g., Ref. 5) where the metallic inclusions persist
in meteoritic oxides with no residual metal core, suggesting inherent resistance
to oxidation.
There is substantial evidence that taenite (e.g., Ref. 5, Plate II) and
schreibersite (Ref. 5) resist corrosion over millenia in meteoritic oxides.
Buchwald notes other cases (his Figures 713, 2043 and 1444).
4.3.5 Environmental Factors
The climate at the Canyon Diablo crater currently is dry. Buddhue
(Ref. 5, p. 105) indicates total annual moisture of 8 to 9 inches (20 to 23
cm). However, there is evidence that a lake once formed in the crater, during
the last Pleistocene ice age (probably 10,000 to 15,000 years ago). Thus, the
Canyon Diablo meteorite masses have been exposed to considerably more moist
conditions than those which now exist. The moist period probably extended
over several millenia. Metal masses on the surface of the soil apparently
survived the moisture quite well (Section 4.3.1), but degradation of buried
metal masses may have been accelerated by the increased ground water.

.

The Canyon Diablo site is prone to annual freeze-thaw cycles which also
tend to promote accelerated corrosion once porous oxides began to form.

•

We mentioned earlier the case of the Cranbourne meteorite which survived
much better where it fell in dry Victoria, Australia than in moist Loindon.

I
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4.3.6

Effect of Nickel Content

Phases of 20 to 30 wt% nickel have frequently shown superior resistance
to terrestrial corrosion, as indicated previously. Seven meteorites have nickel
contents in the range 25.6 to ~O wt%. Weathering data are unreported(l) for
the two highest nickel contents. The remaining high-nickel meteorites have
not been singularly and impressively resistant to weathering. However, the
terrestrial ages are unknown, so there is no basis for comparison with the
weathering resistance of meteorites with lower nickel contents.

•

A study of atmospheric corrosion of stainless steels and nickel alloys
over a 10-year period indicated marked dependence of corrosion on metal composition. (8) The exposures were made at a semi-industrial site in Birmingham,
England.
Steels with 13% chromium, with or without nickel (Types 430,431,410,
and 13-Cr 12-Ni) quickly developed thick rust, covering 90 to 100% of the surface area. Type 302 (18 Cr-8 Ni) had a thinner rust layer, confined to 45 to
55% of the surface area. Type 321 steel (Ti-stabilized 18/8) was inferior to
Type 302: the rust covered 75 to 80% of the surface and was thicker. The
presence of TiC particles may have served as nuclei for rust and pits.
Four austenitic Cr-Ni steels containing molybdenum remained rust-free
throughout the 10-year test. The alloys were: Type 316, 18 Cr-10, Ni-l.3 Mo,
Type 316 Ti, and 18 Cr-18 Ni-4 Mo-3 Cu. Type 310 (25 Cr-20 Ni) also remained
free of rust, though it did not contain Mo, probably due to increased Cr and
Ni. Of several nickel alloys tested, the nickel-chromium-iron materials Alloy 600 and Alloy DS were the most resistant to atmospheric corrosion.
Buchwald (e.g., Vol. I, Figure 93 and Vol. III, Figure 1874) notes that
the duplex of a-y structure disintegrates by selective

.
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5.0 NATIVE METALS
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Native metals are ores which occur in nature in the metallic state. The
most common native metals are copper, gold, and silver, but arsenic, antimony,
bismuth, iron, iron-nickel alloys, mercury, platinum, and in very small amounts,
lead, palladium, tantalum, and tin(l) also occur in nature as metals. We have
previously alluded to man's early use of native copper, gold, silver, and
platinum (Section 2.0).
The geologic age of the native metals is almost always uncertain. Often
they are associated with rock formations having ages of many million years on
the geologic time scale. The native metals sometimes are thought to be syngenetic or contemporary with the surrounding rock. In other cases, they are
epigenetic, i.e., younger than the surrounding rock.
In some cases, the native metals have been transported from the formation
where they were first deposited. Native gold and several other metals are
found in stream beds and placer deposits. Native copper boulders from deposits
in Upper Michigan were transported by the Pleistocene glaciers as far south
as what are now Illinois and Indiana.(2,3)
In general, the time span of weathering for the native metals also is
uncertain. The weathering time for native copper, gold, silver, and platinum
extends over at least several thousand years, evidenced by human utilization.
Geologic action, such as glacial transport of copper, places a lower bound on
the weathering time (see Section 5.5). Thus, weathering of the native metals
over 5,000 to 10,000 years is essentially certain. The upper bound is unclear,
but often the geologic evidence suggests much longer weathering times.
5.1

NATIVE GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, AND PALLADIUM

Native gold is among the first metals utilized by man, due to its easy
recognition and relatively wide distribution. Native gold is the most common
gold ore.

•

Native silver often is associated with and alloyed with gold. However,
the sulfide (argentite) is the most common commercial source of silver.

5.1

Native silver has been utilized by humans over several millenia (Section 2.0).
Silver alloyed with gold in amounts exceeding 20 wt% Ag is called e1ectrum.
Tylecote(4) mentions evidence that platinum was used in early metal working, but it was a minor factor. Native platinum is often associated with gold
and silver. Native platinum contains 60 to 85% platinum. The form is generally
as small grains, but a mass weighing ~10 kg was found in Russia in 1843. (5)
Native palladium has been reported, but in minor amounts compared to platinum.

•

5.2 MERCURY
Evidence is cited that ancient Chinese used mercury. (6) There also is
evidence for use of mercury in artifacts from Egyptian tombs dating to ~1500
BC. (5) Whether it came from non-metallic mercury ores (e.g., the sulfide, cinnibar) or from the liquid native metal is not clear.
5.3 NATIVE IRON AND IRON-NICKEL ALLOYS
Native iron occurs only rarely. Small amounts have been reported in
Ireland, France, Poland, U.S.S.R., and in Missouri and New Jersey in the U.S. (1)
The most important native iron deposits occur on Disko Island, Greenland. The
iron is associated with basalt deposits, in forms from small particles to
masses weighing up to 20 tonnes.
The Field Museum in Chicago has a native iron specimen from Greenland.
The specimen has a rusted exterior, but appears to be largely metallic. The
weathering time is not clear.
Native nickel-iron alloys have occurred in small amounts as placer deposits in New Zealand, U.S.S.R., and Canada. Some masses up to ~50 kg have been
found in Oregon. (7) Native iron is alloyed with 2 to 7% nickel. The nickel-iron
alloys vary from 30 to 75% nickel. There is evidence that early man made implements from native iron and nickel-iron alloys. (1) Use of meteoritic iron was
indicated in Section 2.
The iron sulphides (particularly pyrite, FeS 2 , or foo1's gold), while nonmetallic and probably quite brittle, are very durable and maintain a bright
metallic sheen over what must have been several millenia of exposure to weathering in some environments.
5.2
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5.4 ARSENIC, ANTIMONY, AND BISMUTH
Metallic arsenic and antimony generally occur in the same locations.
Native bismuth sometimes occurs with nickel and cobalt ores. Native zinc has
been reported but is not well confirmed.

•

Metallic antimony has been reported in archaeological forms. (8) Arsenical
copper is a well known archaeological material, but was more likely derived
from non-metallic rather than metallic ores.
5.5 RARE NATIVE METALS(l)
Native tin is very rare. Some small grains occur in sands in New South
Wales, Australia. Native lead also is rare; some large crystals occurred in
Sweden. Native tantalum has been reported in very small amounts in placer
deposits in the U.S.S.R.
5.6 NATIVE COPPER
Native copper has been the most important natural metal, from the standpoint of early engineering applications such as weaponry and tool fabrication.
Native copper was among the first metals used by man. Copper artifacts dating
to ~OOO BC (Table 2.4) almost certainly were fashioned from native copper.
Hammering and annealing of copper into useful shapes also produced mechanical
properties which were attractive for weapons and implements, in contrast to
less useful properties of gold and silver. Early copper artifacts have been
excavated at several sites in modern-day Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Syria, Jordan,
Saudi Arabia, Palestine, Egypt, and Cyprus. Numerous ancient copper artifacts
also have been found in the Western Hemisphere,(2) dating to as early as 3000 BC.
Copper smelting apparently began much later than the first use of native
copper. By 3100 Be, copper melting and casting had begun in Ur. There is
evidence that copper casting was practiced by the Aztecs, though much later
than in the Eastern Hemisphere.

•

Native copper deposits occurred in Asia Minor, England, France, Russia,
Hungary, and Cyprus in the Old World. In the Western Hemisphere, native copper was found in Bolivia, Canada, Southwestern U.S and Appalachia; however,
the world's largest deposits occurred in Northern Michigan.
5.3

5.7 MICHIGAN NATIVE COPPER DEPOSITS
The Michigan native copper lies in a band ~100 miles (167 km) long and 2
to 4 miles (3.7 to 6.5 km) wide on the Keweenaw Peninsula (Figure 5.1). Similar deposits also were discovered on Isle Royale. The deposits are of three
types: 1) lode deposits (conglomerate); 2) lode deposits of an amygdaloidal(a)
type, associated with lava intrusions; 3) fissure deposits. The conglomerate
and amygdaloidal deposits were the most important commercially.
Through 1971, approximately 5,000,000 tonnes of native copper were
extracted from the Michigan deposits. The native metal had a very low impurity content (up to 99.998 wt% Cu). Some of the deposits have metallic silver
inclusions. (2) Commercial working of the copper deposits began ~1840, rose
to a maximum production of ~100,000 tonnes per year in 1910, then declined to
minimal activity in the 1960s.
KEWEENAW PENN INSULA
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FIGURE 5.1.

Location of Michigan Native Copper Deposits

(a) Amygdaloid is an igneous rock containing cavities. The cavities are filled
with mineral deposits, as in the case of the native copper.
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There is extensive evidence that early native Americans worked the Michigan
copper deposits. Approximately 5,000 sites have been identified, where the
metallic copper was extracted by primitive means: alternate thermal shocks on
the surrounding rock by fires and dousing with water, followed by beating off
clumps of the exposed copper with stone hammers. (2) Carbon dating suggests
that the copper deposits were worked up to 3,500 to 4,000 years ago.
Copper artifacts have been found at numerous North American and Central
American locations (see Figure 5.2). The artifacts include knives, spear heads,
wedges, axes, bracelets, fishhooks, etc., some dating to ~3000 BC. (2) Metallic
silver inclusions in some of the r·1ichigan copper help to identify the source,
though the incidence of silver inclusion appears to be infrequent. The inclusions also indicate that the artifacts were not fabricated at temperatures
which would disperse the silver in the copper. However, much of the Michigan
copper has only traces of silver.
5.8

FLOAT COPPER

Masses of native copper transported by glaciers are called "float copper."
In addition to metallic copper localized in the ore deposits, the upper midwestern states are littered with numerous masses of metallic copper. Sizes
range from small pebbles to large masses (~,OOO kg). (a) The float copper
appears to have been transported from the primary copper deposits in Upper
Michigan by the Pleistocene glaciers. The glacial period extended from 2-1/2
million years ago to the most recent incursion which began ~20,000 years ago
and receded 8,000 to 11,000 years ago. The glaciers extended across presentday Michigan, Wisconsin, and into a large fraction of Illinois and Indiana
(see Figure 5.3). (3)
Much of the float copper in Michigan is found in glacial outwash; gravel
banks which formed part of the moraine as the glaciers melted.
We have examined two pieces of the float copper which had evidence of
glacial abrasion. Results are discussed in the following section.
(a) The Ontonagon copper boulder on display at the Smithsonian Institution
weighs ~1,400 kg. It is an example of a large copper mass transported by
the glaciers. (9)
5.5

SOCKETED SPEAR POINTS - SOCKETED HOE OR AXE

Approximately three-quarters size.
(Michigan College of Mining & Technology collection).

FIGURE 5.2a.

Artifacts Fashioned From Michigan Native Copper by Native
Americans (From Ref. 2, p. 81)

...
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FIGURE 5. 2b.

Copper Breast- Pl ates From Hopewell ian Period , 200 BC to
400 AD; Copper Thi ckness - About 1 mm; Very Li tt le Co rrosion; Found in West Virg i nia - Po ssibly From Appalachi an
Copper Outcrops; Photo Cou r tesy Emil Veakis , Br ook ha ven
Nat ional Labo ra tory

•
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FIGURE 5.3.

5.9

Maximum Penetration of Glaciers - Last (Fourth)
Pleistocene Ice Incursion 8,000 to 20,000 Years
Ago

EXAMINATION OF WEATHERING ON FLOAT COPPER FROM THE MICHIGAN DEPOSITS

Figure 5.4 shows front and back views of a 4 kg copper boulder. Striations in Views A and C appear to have glacial origin (Nos. 1 and 2). The
boulder was found on the outskirts of Hancock, Michigan (see map, Figure 5.1).
It was buried about 2 ft (0.6 m) deep in sand and gravel which is part of a
glacial outwash. The last glaciers in that area are estimated to have melted
about 8,000 years ago as indicated in discussions with Professors B. Hamill
and S. Nordeng of the Michigan Technological University, Houghten, Michigan.
The area currently receives an average moisture fall of 30 to 50 in. (75
to 125 cm). The copper would have gone through annual freeze-thaw cycles.
The boulder almost certainly would have been washed annually by percolating
waters from melting snows. The waters tend to be acidic, controlled mainly
by equilibrium with atmospheric carbon dioxide (~H 5.8). The current annual
mean temperature in the area is 44°F (7°C). The maximum atmospheric temperature is ~lOO°F (38°C).
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a.

01

Neg. No. 4P1077W
Top View O.5X

Note: Top surface is dark
green; bottom surface is
lighter green. Oxide is
duplex: inner layer is
cuprite (CU20); outer
l aye r is mal ac hite
CU2(OH )2C03' Arrows 1
and 2 i nd ic at e stri at io ns .
Arrows 3, 4 and 5 indi cate
are as where tabs of meta l
we re bent duri ng gl acial
transport. Arrow 6 i ndicates a location where a
quartz mineral appears to
have been embedded in the
metal.
FIGURE 5.4.

b.

c.

Neg. No. 4P1077X
Bottom O.5X

Neg . No. 4P1 077X, 2.8X
Magnificat ion of area
on t op view (a ) i ndi cat ed by Arrow 2.

Copper Boulder A Found in Glacial Moraine Near Hancock, Michigan. The Boulder
Weight is 4,215 g; the Length is ~9 in (23 cm); It Has Striations Appearing To
Arise From the Glacial Action (See Arrows 1 and 2)

Tabs of metal along the periphery were bent, also apparently by the glacier (Nos. 3,4, and 5). A depression (No.6) had residual quartz on the surface, suggesting that the copper had interfaced with a quartz mineral, which
spalled off during the glaciation. The quartz layer was identified by x-ray
diffraction.
Figure 5.5 shows an expanded view of a section cut from copper boulder A.
A ridge and furrow appearing to be caused by glacial abrasion are evident on
the upper surface (C). Figure 5.6 shows views of the upper (C) and lower (0)
surfaces of the copper mass. The left-hand view (a) shows maximum oxide thicknesses of 0.07 to 0.46 mm on the upper surface and up to 0.75 mm on the lower
surface. Several voids are apparent in the metal near the upper surface. The
right-hand (etched) views show the metal structure. The upper surface of b
shows a local area of gross metal distortion (*) by glacial abrasion. The lower
surface shows no evidence of grain distortion. The irregular lower surface
therefore appears to have developed from corrosion rather than from glacial
action.
Figure 5.7a shows a cross-section cut from Area 2, Figure 5.4. Again,
the section is metallic, with only a thin oxide layer. The glacial striations
are shallow and are not visible in cross-section on Figure 5.5. The metal
tab on the right (b and c) appears to have been bent. The maximum oxide thickness on the tab surfaces is ~.2 mm. The etched view (c) shows substantial
metal distortion, presumably from glacial action. Other bent metal tabs are
called out on Figure 5.4 (Areas 3, 4, and 5).
Figure 5.8 shows a view of a small piece of float copper weighing (',,300 g
(Boulder B). This copper mass also shows evidence of glacial abrasion (indicated by arrows). Figure 5.9 shows a cross-section (A-B) which includes the
abraded areas (see arrows). The as-polished copper surface (a) on unabraded
areas shows blooms of oxide up to 2 mm thick. On the abraded areas, the oxide
was thinner (0.15 to 0.6 mm). This implies that corrosion over a longer span
of weathering is represented by the unbraded areas, while the corrosion since
the abrasion occurred (a minimum of ~,OOO years) is represented by the thinner,
more uniform oxide. The etched view (b) generally reflects metal distortion
in areas where glacial abrasion was apparent.
5.10
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Glacial Striation (Area 1, Fig. 5.4)

surface
1 cm

As-Cut

Neg. No.4P1283A 2X
D-Lower surface

FIGURE 5.5.

Section Cut From Copper Boulder, Figure 5.4
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Neg. No . 4P1283L, 6.3X

Neg. No. 4P1 283D , 6.3X

METAL

OXIDE

Neg . No. 4P1283G, 6.3X

Neg. No. 4P12830 , 6.3X
d.

a.

Lower Surface

As -pol i s hed

FIGU RE 5.6 .

b.

Etched

Expanded Vi ews of Co ppe r Surfaces From Figure 5.5
(Co pper Bou lder A)
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A

1 cm
As cut (a) Neg. No. 4P1281A 1.6X
FIGURE 5. 7.

Cros s-Section From Copper Boulder A, Figure 5.1,
Area 2
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1 cm

Neg . No. 4P1077A 1.4X
FIGURE 5.8.

Native Copper Boulder B Found Near Hancock, Michigan;
Transported From Michigan Copper Beds By Pleistocene
Glaciers (Probably >8,000 Years Ago); Boulder Weight
is ~300 g; Areas Appearing to Represent Glacial Abrasion Are Indicated by Arrows
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Cu METAL

As polished ta) Neg. No. 4P1077H-l

Etched (b) Neg. No. 4P1077I-l
FIGURE 5.9 .

Polished (a) and Etched (b) Section (A-B) of Copper
Mass Shown in Figure 5.8; Arrows Indicate Areas of
Glacial Abrasion
5.16

At some locations, copper oxides on the boulders are duplex (Figure 5.10).
X-ray diffraction indicates t hat the outer layer (blue-green) is malachite
(CuC0 3 oCu(OH)2)' The inner layer is dark red-brown cuprite (Cu 20). At some
locations, a thin layer of cuprite is the on ly oxide phase.

•

The two copper boulders were found near the same location, at Hancock,
Michigan (Figure 5.1). However, the oxide morphologies differ somewhat.
Boulder A has maximum oxide thickness of ~.5 mm on the glaciated surfaces.
Boulder B also had a similar maximum oxide thickness (0.6 mm) on the abraded
surfaces. Both boulders had much thinner average oxide thicknesses on the
abraded surfaces. Boulder B had blooms of thicker oxide at locations away from
the abrasion. The oxide blooms on Boulder B appear to represent corrosion
which occurred prior to the glacial abrasion. Why the thicker oxide blooms did
not occur on Boulder A is not clear.
Bl ue-Green Mal achite
Cu 2 (OH) 2C0 3

FIGURE 5.10.

Duplex Oxide on Copper Boulder A

,

•
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LONG-TERM METAL DURABILITY

6.0 LONG-TERM METAL DURABILITY - DISCUSSION
.."

Corrosion and weathering characteristics of archaeological artifacts,
metal meteorites, and native metals were summarized in the foregoing sections.
This section integrates corrosion and weathering observations from the three
sources and considers factors which appear to promote metal durability.
6.1

ANCIENT METAL UTILIZATION

From the standpoint of utilization, the seven metals of antiquity have
a varied history. Gold and silver are durable, but not plentiful. Neither
has attractive mechanical properties for weapons and implements. Copper, iron
and their alloys have been plentiful and widely utilitarian. Lead, with low
mechanical strength and a dingy appearance, had relatively widespread, but
specialized uses. Tin, while valuable as an alloy addition to produce bronze,
was not widely used as a separate metal. Ancient metallurgists were aware of
amalgams, and some liquid mercury was used in Chinese tombs, but mercury was
a minor archaeological metal.
Meteoritic iron was an early but not large source of ferrous artifacts.
On volume, copper has been by far the most important native metal. Native
ores are important sources of gold and to a lesser extent, silver. They have
been a minor source of archaeological iron and have not provided sources of
lead and tin.
6.2 SUMMARY OF METAL DURABILITY
Gold has been durable in essentially every environment. Silver, while
durable in most environments, including seawater, has been subject to some
corrosion, particularly by chlorides.

..

Copper has an impressive record of durability on land and in seawater.
Float copper having evidence of glacial action has shown low rates of postglacial corrosion. Bronze, with better mechanical properties also has survived
for up to five millenia in favorable environments. Tylecote(l) indicates that
bronze canisters could be engineered for use in seawater for at least 1,000
years.
6. 1

Over the centuries, archaeological iron appears to be less durable than
the other materials mentioned above. Even so, ferrous materials have shown
impressive durability in several environments, exemplified by the iron articles
in the Tutankhamen tomb (1300 BC), the iron pillar of Delhi (400 AD), and cast
iron water pipes (Versailles, France, since 1665 AD). Metal (Fe-Ni) meteorites
show a wide variety of corrosion responses, but some with estimated terrestrial
ages of 5,000 to 20,000 years have survived impressively. However, Tylecote(l)
was not impressed with iron durability in seawater.

•

Lead sheathing on ancient ships and in Roman water systems held up sufficiently well to merit recommendation for 1,000 year service in seawater. (1)
Tin has not held up well in seawater,(l) but a tin bracelet dated to
2500 BC appears to be well-preserved. Pewter has held up quite well in seawater over several centuries.
6.3 FACTORS IN METAL DURABILITY
An in-depth analysis of ancient metal durability in terms of kinetic and
thermodynamic factors is complex due to uncertainties in environments, metal
compositions, and metallurgical factors. However, several insights to metal
durability are worthy of mention.
6.3.1

Metallurgical Processes

Welding has ancient beginnings. Gold. silver, electrum, and copper were
joined by welding within the third millenium BC.(3) Nails and rivets were
used from ~3000 BC made from several materials, including gold and iron. By
the fifth or sixth century BC the Persians were uSing iron draw plates to make
wires. The Romans used soldering to join bronze. For soft soldering, they
used the non-corrosive eutectic of lead and tin.
6.3.2

Environments

Restricted oxidant or water supply was a factor in the survival of some
metals:

•
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Iron articles buried in sea mud,(4) where the environment may be largely
anaerobic.

• The iron dagger wrapped with the King Tutankhamen mummy. (5)
•

The iron nails in a Roman nail hoard (Ref. 4, p. 33) where oxidant gettering by the outer layers of nails protected the inner nails since ~5 AD.

Dry tombs were a favorable environment for essentially all the ancient
metals. Infrequent moisture intrusions to the King Tutankhamen tomb contributed to rusting of miniature iron implements, but they were not fully consumed
in 33 centuries. (5) Either dryness or wet anaerobic conditions are favorable
for long-term durability of iron-base materials, consistent with current
understandings. (6)
Metals exposed directly to the elements include the metal meteorites,
native metals, statuary and building adornments. The metal meteorites have
tended to survive best at drier locations.
Some copper articles and bronze
statuary have survived well in moist environments in direct exposure to the
elements. However, deleterious effects of pollution from modern sources has
been severe in some locations. For example, guilded bronze statuary exposed
2,000 years in the moist Venice, Italy environment only began to deteriorate
rapidly when sulfur dioxide levels rose, requiring extensive restoration and
protective measures, including, in some cases, removal to less aggressive
environments.
Burial in soils has been among the more severe environments for most
metals. Iron, including the metal meteorites, has not fared well in most soils.
Coppers and bronzes have been more resistant than the irons in soils. In fact,
copper boulders buried in glacial outwash (Figures 5.4 and 5.8) survived in
good condition over what appears to have been >8,000 years.

f

We have previously noted that in seawater, copper, bronze, gold, silver,
and lead have had impressive multi-century durabi1ities. Iron and tin resistance to seawater has been less than impressive.
6.3.3 Galvanic Factors
Early shipbuilders apparently learned the hard way that iron nails were
not a satisfactory means for attaching lead sheath to the ship exterior.
6.3

Examination of the Argosy wreck(7) suggested that experience was a good
teacher. Copper nail heads holding lead sheets to the hulls had been sheathed
with lead. In high-conductivity waters, galvanic factors must always be a
prime concern. Examples of costly oversights in modern shipbuilding and
numerous other applications can be cited. In drier environments there are
many examples where metal couples have appeared to endure for centuries.
Interesting galvanic relationships have been observed among phases in the
metal meteorites. Buddhue(6) has measured potentials between selected phases,
as indicated earlier. Corrosion over centuries has consumed kamacite (Fe,
7.5% Ni), while preserving phases such as taenite (Fe, 25% Ni), schreibersite
(Fe, Ni)3P(a) and draubreelite (FeCr 2S4 ). Sacrificial kamacite corrosion
undoubtedly contributed to the endurance of the more cathodic phases. However, some metal inclusions are found in otherwise fully-oxidized meteoritic
material, suggesting that the phases have inherent corrosion resistance beyond
the galvanic protection.
6.3.4 Protective Coatings
Some ancient metallurgists appear to have grasped some principals of
metal protection. Gold leaf was used as early as the third millenium BC.
Whites of eggs were used for attachment. Hot guilding was applied with a
gold amalgam. Copper and bronze were treated with mercury to form surface
amalgams. Resorts to trickery were used to make less valuable metals take
on the appearance of gold. Copper and bronze formed natural, attractive
patinas. However, Phoebe Dent Weil of the Archaeometry Dept., Washington
University, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A., indicates that natural patinas often
are not highly protective. Some bronze objects were dipped hot into molten
resins, forming attractive tints and providing protection from corrosion.
The corrosion resistance of tin was recognized by the ancients and a process
of "tinning" (hot dipping in molten tin) was developed about the second century BC, to copper and bronze and later to brass. The corrosion resistance
of lead also was recognized, resulting in use for water systems by the Romans,
(a) Identified by Bu~h~ald as the meteorite mineral most resistant to terrestrial corrosion.t 8 )
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though possibly with dire results to their health. Some copper and bronze
articles were lined with solder or lead for protection. For protection of
iron and steel, some tinning was used, but non-metallic coatings were more
common. (3) The preservatives included liquid tar, bitumen, red lead, white
lead, and gypsum .
A recent description of a massive Chinese archaeological find mentions
that a "protective coating" preserved bronze weapons and implements over 22
centuries, though there was no indication of the nature of the preservative. (9)
The probable protective character of the fusion crust on metal meteorites
was indicated in Section 4.6. The fusion crust is a magnetite-wustite layer
formed by rapid oxidation of the metal surface in the earth's atmosphere. The
durability(a) of the Iron Pillar of Delhi (99.7% Fe) is attributed to a relatively dry environment with minimal impurities. However, the pillar was constructed by forge-welding together many solid disks. Conditions during welding
may have been favorable for formation of corrosion-resistant oxides. Metal
nails, an early precious commodity, sometimes were recovered by burning abandoned structures. This formed high-temperature oxides which appear to have
been protective.
Some metals have survived burial in bogs and in the wooden hulls of sunken
ships. While partial anaerobic conditions may have been a factor, tannins
probably acted as corrosion inhibitors. In fact, use of tannins as modern corrosion inhibitors evolved from the observations.
6.4 SOME PERSPECTIVES FROM THE STUDY
The principal conclusion of this study is that selected metals have survived for centuries and even millenia in a variety of natural and man-made
(tomb, grave, etc.) environments. On one hand, this realization may counter
our general skepticism regarding metal durability, engendered by examples of
rusting autos and leaking pipes. On the other hand, the observations do not
represent a license for unwarranted extrapolations. However, the data have
potential value as a baseline and a starting point for extrapolations.
(a) Another iron pillar in the same vicinity (Ohara) toppled over many years
ago.(2) Whether it was due to deterioration is not clear.
6.5

We have made some attempt to quantify corrosion rates, from the archaeological literature. and from ~irect and published evaluation of corrosion on metal
materials and native copper. We regard this as a preliminary effort, and invite
corrections and additions from those with knowledge of the corrosion behavior
of specific materials.
Clearly there is a need for better correlation of corrosion with the archaeological environment (often not well-defined) and factors such as metal composition and metallurgical condition.
Our analysis indicates a broad range of corrosion rates. Future focus
might expand on our preliminary analysis of the factors which contributed to
the minimum rates.
We have performed some extrapolations of corrosion data on modern materials, to compare with estimated corrosion rates on related ancient materials
(Section 3.1). These suggest eventual corrosion rates for the modern materials
which fall near the mid-ranges of corrosion on the ancient materials. Again,
specialists in the corrosion of certain modern materials may suggest different
bases for extrapolation.
Those who select materials for installations which benefit from or require
long-term durability may find some useful insights here. For example, the
economics of solar collectors and mounting stands would benefit from multidecade guarantees. In some cases, there is a tendency to settle for inexpensive materials, often sacrificing durability. On the other hand, specification of more expensive materials with multi-century credentials must not be
made without due caution. Siting of otherwise durable materials in contaminated environments has caused expensive and untimely replacement. Even such
aspects as inappropriate cleaning methods have negated the inherent durability
of industrial materials.
In the nuclear waste multi-barrier concept, canisters interface with high
level waste or spent fuel on one side. On the other side, the canister or its
overpack interfaces with a backfill or with the geologic environment. The
canister is expected to contain the waste for several centuries. While we can
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now point to materials with proved multi-century credentials, effects of
elevated temperatures and radiation also must be accounted for.
We shall briefly consider some aspects of the extrapolations necessary
to evaluate materials for the intended canister application.
Several types of disposal sites have been considered for nuclear wastes,
including sea beds, salt domes, rock formations (basalt, granite, shale, tuffs)
and near-surface engineered storage.
Metal durability in the largely anaerobic conditions in sea mud has been
relatively good. However, effects of elevated temperatures and radiolysis add
some complexity to the interpretation. Because a salt dome environment is now
considered to be prone to moisture intrusions, some similarities to sea water
can be presumed. Combined thermal and radiolytic effects in saline environments largely remain to be evaluated.
Engineered dry storage appears to us to minimize uncertainties in the
materials behavior extrapolations. First, the temperatures and radiation levels
in a geologic repository are to some extent controllable by selection of canister density and waste content. Dry and tomb-like environments were clearly
the most benign toward all of the ancient materials. It may be unrealistic
to expect dryness over several centuries, though instances of dryness for much
longer periods are indicated for selected tombs (e.g., Ramases VI). (5) However,
some mild moisture intrusions could be tolerated. Dry cooling tower technology(lO)
and related fundamental studies(ll) indicate that corrosion rates at temperatures above the dew point are lower than room temperature corrosion rates for
a variety of materials in moist atmospheric exposures. This occurs by suppressing moisture condensation, thereby suppressing corrosion. Thus, if the
temperatures are below the range where rapid oxidation occurs, elevated temperatures are in fact an advantage.

~,

Estimation of radioactivity effects on canister degradation also seem
to us to be more straightforward in a dry or at least non-liquid environment,
where the elevated temperature will minimize moisture interactions with the
metal surface. Thus, extrapolations of the baseline long-term durability data
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provided in this study appear to us to develop most readily for a dry or
mildly moist repository environment. Both Egyptian and Chinese tomb builders
have demonstrated that dryness can be achieved. An interesting case in point
involves a Chinese noblewoman buried near Ch1angsha about 2,100 years ago. (12)
Her buriers achieved an air-tight, relatively dry, anti-fungicidal (a) environment. Not only was the silk well preserved, but the woman1s skin was still
elastic, the joints were mobile and the hair was still attached. The favorable burial environment was achieved by:
• five tons of charcoal to adsorb external moisture
• a layer of white clay two to four feet thick
• layers of wooden caskets
• 20 layers of silk
Numerous remote, relatively dry locations exist in the U.S. It is relevant to note that the Austrians were negotiating for a nuclear waste storage
site in the Egyptian desert before the political demise of the Austrian commercial nuclear program.
Some of the ancient materials provide attractive candidates for waste
storage applications. Swedish investigators regard copper and lead as good
candidates for terminal storage of unreprocessed fuel. (10) Both metals have
direct ties to the ancient metals. One investigator has proposed a scenario
which utilizes a very thin gold coating to preserve waste canisters that are
charged with very long-lived radioisotopes, such as Np and Am. (11) Some of
the resistant phases in the metal meteorites appear to deserve additional consideration for multi-century applications.

(a) Mercury compounds were identified.
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The number of metallic archaeological objects is vast. This study has
only probed the surface of the potential store of metal durability information.
However, quantification and interpretation of ancient metal corrosion often
are difficult. The archaeologists' first priorities are preservation and
restoration, both of which may thwart the interests of the corrosion scientist.
Few archaeological digs document all information (soil pH, for example) which
is important to corrosion evaluations.
The dialogue between corrosion scientists and archaeologists has begun,(l)
but only barely. However, in our limited individual contacts to archaeologists,
meteoriticists and geologists, the cooperation was excellent in requests both
for information and specimens, suggesting that a basis for further mutually
useful interaction exists. We believe that much additional specific information regarding metal durability can be derived by a more thorough assessment
of metal artifacts. A much more quantitative basis for artifact corrosion
evaluation could evolve by more extensive involvement of specialists than was
permitted by the scope of this study. Likewise, evaluation of long-term meteorite and native metal corrosion could benefit by more direct involvement of
specialists.
The history of the modern metals is relatively short. Even so, a quantitative definition of their behavior over several decades may be feasible in
selected environments, as a basis for extrapolation. For example, the stainless steels have been in production since ~1900. Titanium was first produced
in relatively pure form in 1910. The corresponding date for zirconium was 1914.
Prospects are good that the corrosion behavior of modern materials over several
decades can be determined.
Combined effects of temperature and radiation on materials behavior are
not readily available for saline environments. However, there are reactor
components still in operation which have been on line since 1956 (Calder Hall),
1957 (Shippingport) and 1960 (Dresden-l). The sum of potential data from these
and similar' systems ;s substantial in terms of material types, temperature
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ranges, radiation levels, and environments (gas and liquid). Inspection and
examination of selected components, combined with the substantial body of existing data, could provide a basis for evaluating thermal and radiation effects in
waste management scenarios.
Several observations from this study deserve further consideration: the
possible protective character of surface oxides such as the fusion crust on
meteorites and high-temperature films on the Pillar of Delhi and on ancient
iron nails; further consideration of the durable nature of metallic inclusions
in the oxides on weathered meteorites; some suggestions that pure copper is
more durable than copper alloys.
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